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ABSTRACT 

 An investigation into the electrophilicity of metal free and metal coordinated 

phosphenium ions for P-C bond formation, particularly phosphine synthesis, has been 

carried out. Chloride abstraction from metal-free phosphines led to 

phosphoranylphosphonium ions, which underwent electrophilic addition reactions but 

were limited by adduct formation with the formed phosphines.  Phosphenium ions 

complexes of chromium, molybdenum, iron, and platinum were investigated and 

compared to those of tungsten. Group VI bound chlorophosphines [Mo(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] 

and [Cr(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] were converted into phosphine triflates, via chloride abstraction 

using AgOSO2CF3, and underwent electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions with 

pyrrole and indole, but their applicability is limited by difficult isolation of product and 

resulting low yields. The compounds cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] and cis-[Cr(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] 

were converted to phosphenium ion complexes via chloride abstraction using AlCl3, but 

were not reactive toward electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions. Iron bound 

chlorophosphines [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] and [Fe(CO)4(PPhCl2)] were used to generate 

reactive phosphenium ions in situ. These compounds have been shown to undergo 

electrophilic aromatic substitution reactions with ferrocene, N,N-diethylaniline, pyrrole 

and indole. Compared to the tungsten analogs, the iron bound chlorophosphines are 

inexpensive precursors for the functionalization of phosphines, but are useful with a 

smaller range of substrates than the W complexes. Platinum complexes of the type 

[PtX2(PPh2Cl)2] (X = Cl, CH3, C6H5) were investigated as phosphenium ion complex 

precursor via reaction with AlCl3. For X = Cl, chloride abstraction from Pt is preferred. 

For X = CH3 and C6H5, chloride abstraction from P leads to methyl or phenyl group 
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migration from Pt to P. A library of transition metal catalysts were screened for potential 

catalytic activity in the electrophilic aromatic substitution method of P-C bond formation, 

but no catalytic activity was observed. 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. General Introduction 

Trivalent phosphorus compounds are commonly used as ligands in catalysis 

because of their ability to alter the properties of the metal center.1 Specifically, carbon 

substituted phosphorus compounds have great utility, due to their high tunability. Demand 

for new and more efficient catalysts have been driven by potential industrial applications.2 

Advances in organometallics and computational methods have led to better understanding 

of catalytic reactions, and increased the ability to predict and suggest new and more 

efficient catalysts.3 These new catalysts require functionalized, tuned phosphine ligands. 

The demand for carbon functionalized phosphines necessitates the development of 

efficient P-C bond forming methodologies. With an efficient method of generating P-C 

bonds, a library of phosphines can be created for ligand screening in a variety of catalytic 

processes. 

1.2. Organophosphorus 

A general structure for a trivalent organophosphine (IUPAC phosphane), as well 

as the bonding relationship with a transition metal capable of π-back-bonding is shown in 

Figure 1. The phosphorus lone pair contributes as a sigma donor to empty metal orbitals. 

Carbon has a higher electronegativity than phosphorus, polarizing a P-C  bond towards 

carbon, while the empty anti-bonding * orbital is polarized toward phosphorus. When 

phosphorus is coordinated to a transition metal, the P-C  antibonding orbital overlaps 

with the metal d orbitals, allowing for π back donation from metal d electrons, 

strengthening the metal phosphine bond and altering the electronic environment of the 
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metal. The steric influence of the phosphine, the strong phosphorus-metal bond, and 

kinetic inertness of organophosphine complexes make them ideal spectator ligands. 

 

Figure 1. Metal-phosphorus bonding. 

The influence of the ligands on the metal center can be described using Tolman 

Parameters.4 The Tolman parameters describe steric and electronic effects on the metal 

(Figure 2). The Tolman Electronic Parameter characterizes the magnitude in which 

phosphine influences the electron density at the metal center. This influence arises from 

the σ donor and π M-P acceptor bonds.4 

 

Figure 2. Tolman parameters. 

The Electronic Parameter is measured using the C-O stretching frequency of 

[Ni(CO)3(PR3)] complexes using infrared spectroscopy. Electron donating phosphines 

increase the electron density around the metal, resulting in greater metal-carbonyl d to π* 

back-bonding. As back-bonding strengthens, the carbonyl bond order decreases, resulting 
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in lower carbonyl stretching frequency. Electron withdrawing phosphines increase 

carbonyl stretching frequencies because of decreased metal-carbonyl back-bonding. 

The second important characteristic of phosphine ligands is the steric bulk, which 

can be quantified as the Tolman Cone Angle.4 The cone angle is measured from the edge 

of the Van der Waals radii of the outermost atoms of the phosphine ligand, using the metal 

as the vertex. Large phosphine ligands can be used to stabilize coordinatively unsaturated 

molecules and encourage dissociation reactions. 

The importance of customizing the properties of phosphines can be exemplified 

using catalytic C-C cross coupling reactions. These reactions involve carbon-carbon bond 

formation between an organic electrophile and an organometallic nucleophile in the 

presence of a phosphine containing catalyst.1 As shown in Scheme 1, the steric and 

electronic properties of the phosphine ligands affect the selectivity of the C-C cross 

coupling reaction.5 In this Suzuki-Miyaura coupling reaction of a polychlorinated 

aromatic, when using a stronger donating and more sterically encumbering 

ferrocenyldiphenylphosphine (PPh2Fc) over a standard triphenylphosphine (PPh3) the 

selectivity for single substitution is markedly increased. 

 

Scheme 1. Suzuki-Miyuara coupling.5 
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The electronic and steric properties of the phosphine ligands affect every step of a 

catalytic cycle. To illustrate the application of these parameters, a general catalytic cycle 

for C-C cross coupling reactions is shown in Figure 3. Important alterations to phosphines 

for greater activity of the catalyst often include steric bulkiness, electron richness, and 

degree of π back-bonding.6 Ligand dissociation is required for producing unsaturated 

metal centers. The ligand dissociation energy is correlated to the steric size of the ligand. 

Strong σ donation by electron rich phosphines lower oxidative addition barriers, while 

better π-acceptor phosphines facilitate trans-metalation. Electron rich non-bulky ligands 

can be highly effective at stabilizing the M-P bond, and lowering oxidative addition 

barriers, however this also increases dissociation energies.1 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. General catalytic cycle, including influence of phosphine properties.1  

Bis phosphines, which can act as bidentate ligands are of particular interest. They 

contain an additional degree of tunability through the ligand bite angle, bind more tightly 

due to the chelate effect, and can be made chiral for use in asymmetric catalysis.7 The bite 
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angle has a large influence upon the stability and reactivity of transition metal complexes.8 

For example, the high catalytic efficiency of the bidentate phosphine complex 

[PdCl2(PPh2FcPPh2)] is attributed to its large P-Pd-P bond angle compared to similar 

catalysts such as [PdCl2(PPh2CH2CH2PPh2)] (Figure 4).9 P-chirality in bidentate metal 

complexes make excellent asymmetric catalysts, as the close proximity of the P-chiral 

ligand helps induce chirality at the metal.7 For these reasons described, the ability to tune 

the electronic and steric properties of trivalent phosphines is worth exploring. However, 

limitations exist in the known synthetic methods. 

 

Figure 4. [PdCl2(PPh2FcPPh2)] (left) and [PdCl2(PPh2CH2CH2PPh2)] (right). 

1.3. Phosphine Synthesis 

Many strategies for functionalizing phosphines have been developed. Reaction of 

organolithium or Grignard reagents with halophosphines10, substitution by chloride 

abstraction11-13 and reaction of secondary phosphine borane adducts with electrophiles8 

have been commonly implemented. A summary of methods used for functionalizing 

phosphines is shown in Table 1; including precursor phosphine, required reagents, and the 

benefits and drawbacks of each method. The most commonly used method utilizes 

Grignard or organolithium reagents, however low selectivity, the requirement for 
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cryogenic temperatures, and expense of the reagents are disadvantages of these methods. 

Synthetic methods for bidentate phosphines are even more limited, and usually involve 

addition of strongly nucleophilic phosphides to alkyl/aryl halides14, or addition of 

chlorophosphines to dilithiated substrates.15 
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Table 1. Synthetic methods of P-C bond formation. 

Method Phosphine Reagent Benefits Drawbacks Ref 

Grignard/ 

Organolithium 
PR2Cl 

R’MgX/ 

LiR’ 

Single Step 

Versatile 

Low Temperatures 

Low Selectivity 

Expensive Reagents 

Poor Functional 

Group Tolerance 

10 

Hydro-

phosphination 
PR2H 

 or 

 
/ TM catalyst 

Can be stereo/ 

regioselective 

Poisoning of catalyst 

Use of 1° or 2° 

phosphines 

Limited to 

Alkylation/vinylation 

16 

Electrophilic 

Substitution 
PR2H R’Cl/AlCl3 

Can be 

catalyzed 

asymmetrically 

Use of 1° or 2° 

phosphines 

Low reactivity 

11 

Friedel-Crafts PR2Cl AlCl3/Ar Simple Low reactivity 

12, 

13, 

17 
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A Friedel-Crafts electrophilic addition of a chlorophosphine to a nucleophilic 

organic substrate is a possible alternative methodology for P-C bond formation (Figure 5). 

However it has rarely been used in recent literature, due to the long refluxing times and 

low reactivity.12, 13, 17, 18 Successful Friedel-Crafts reactions of chlorophosphines are 

limited to strong nucleophiles such as ferrocene, and still require long reflux times. In the 

last decade, research into phosphenium ions, the reactive intermediate species, have 

rejuvenated interest in these reactions, in the hopes of increasing reactivity, and therefore 

increasing the utility of these reactions.19, 20 

 

Figure 5. Friedel-Crafts reaction. 

1.4. Phosphenium Ions 

The phosphenium ion is a two-coordinate positively charged phosphorus species, 

analogous to a carbenium ion.21 The phosphorus center contains an empty p orbital, 

making it an effective Lewis acid as well as a weak sigma-type Lewis base through the 

phosphorus lone pair (Figure 6a).22  Thermodynamic stabilization of phosphenium ions is 

often achieved by means of substituent-P+ π-bonding, which stabilized the empty orbital 

and delocalizes the positive charge.21 Strategies for stabilizing the phosphenium ion are 
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shown in Figure 6(b), and include heteroatom stabilization,23 aromatic delocalization,24 

aryl stabilization25 and coordination to transition metals.26 These strategies mean that 

observed cationic phosphorus species often contain heteroatom or aryl groups.23, 25, 27 

Phosphenium ions have been formed through amide, alkoxide, hydride, or halide 

abstraction.28 A typical phosphenium ion forming reaction is shown in Scheme 2. 

 

Figure 6. a) Phosphenium ion coordination. b) stabilization methods. 

 

Scheme 2. Phosphenium ion formation by chloride abstraction. 
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Cowley isolated stable phosphenium ions, where amino or electron rich aryl groups 

stabilize the empty p orbital on phosphorus via π donation.25, 26 Burford stabilized 

phosphenium ions by forming P-P adducts with phosphine donors (Figure 7).19 The 

chloride abstraction results in an equilibrium between phosphoranylphosphonium salt and 

the phosphenium ion product.29 As this reaction can be done in benzene, the electrophilic 

phosphenium ion is not reactive enough to activate benzene.19 

 

Figure 7. Phosphoranylphosphonium and phosphenium ion equilibrium.19 

Burford has used the phosphoranylphosphonium salt for P-P19 and P-N30 bond 

formation, showing a conservation of electrophilic character. This was completed by 

treating a [PPh2(PPh3)][OTf] adduct with a strong Lewis base to undergo ligand exchange. 

The ligand exchange reaction of 4-(dimethylamino)pyridine is shown in Scheme 3.30  

 

Scheme 3. Ligand exchange of phosphoranylphosphonium salt.30 

The reactivity of these classes of phosphenium ions towards P-C bond formation 

is nearly unexplored. Substitution reactions in the literature are sparse, presumably from 
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relatively low reactivity.17, 31 Reactivity of an electropositive phosphorus center can be 

increased by (a) decreasing the bulk of the phosphenium ion substituents and (b) increasing 

the electrophilicity.21 The latter of these options is achievable by generating the 

phosphenium ion after coordination to a transition metal.24, 25 Burford’s published 

phosphoranylphosphonium salt formation may be a key in investigating P-C bond forming 

reactivity of metal free phosphenium ions.19 One of the goals of this investigation will be 

to assess the reactivity of generated phosphenium ions for P-C bond formation. 

1.5. Metal Coordinated Phosphenium Ions 

In addition to being Lewis acids, phosphenium ions can potentially act as Lewis 

bases via the phosphorus lone pair. This has been demonstrated with the formation of 

transition metal complexes of phosphenium ions.25, 26 It has also been shown that 

coordination of a phosphenium ion to an electron poor metal can be used to enhance the 

electrophilicity of the phosphenium ion.16, 18 22, 32 Tungsten pentacarbonyl complexes of 

phosphenium ions in particular have been studied extensively.18, 20, 24, 31 Jayaraman found 

that phosphenium ions generated within the coordination sphere of electron poor tungsten 

complexes had significantly increased electrophilicity.20 These phosphenium ions 

underwent facile substitution at room temperature with aryl, heteroaryl, alkene, and alkyne 

nucleophiles to form P-C bonds (Scheme 4). Substitutional selectivity was also achieved, 

allowing for sequential substitution of different substrates. To add to the growing interest 

in methods involving tungsten and analogous complexes, a tungsten phosphine complex 

readily available through electrophilic aromatic substitution, shows antimicrobial 

activity.33 
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Scheme 4. P-C bond formation of a tungsten bound phosphenium ion.31 

In some cases, metal complexed phosphenium ions form different products. For 

example, a metal free phosphenium ion reacts with an alkyne to form a cyclic phosphirene 

(Scheme 5i).34 In contrast, the metal bound phosphenium ion gives different products for 

terminal or internal alkynes. The reaction with terminal alkynes results in an alkynyl group 

(Scheme 5ii).31 Reaction with internal alkynes results in a cyclization reaction, producing 

a fused phosphole (Scheme 5iii).31 This altered reactivity gives easy access to P-

heterocyclic phospholes, which have applications in fluorescence imaging35, organic 

electronics36, and photovoltaic cells.37 
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Scheme 5. i. Phosphirene synthesis.34 ii. Reaction with terminal alkynes.31. iii. Reaction 

with internal alkynes.31 

Previous studies in the tungsten systems have used AlCl3, GaCl3, and AgOTf for 

the chloride abstraction from metal bound phosphorus.18, 20, 31, 38 Silver triflate was shown 

to be the most versatile reagent as it replaces chloride completely with a weakly 

coordinating triflate substituent, resulting in a chloride free solution after filtration through 

Celite. The reactive phosphenium surrogate shows the highest functional group tolerance. 

Aluminum chloride served as an inexpensive chloride abstractor for less nucleophilic 

substrates. However Lewis basic substrates often attacked the AlCl4 anion rather than the 

phosphenium ion, leading to chloride generation and subsequent reversion to the P-Cl 

starting material. Gallium chloride, a softer Lewis acid, successfully formed the reactive 

phosphenium ion, but attempted substitution reactions often led to decomposition. 

Apart from the tungsten carbonyl compounds, no other transition metal complexes 

have been explored for enhancing the electrophilicity of coordinated phosphenium ions 
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for P-C bond formation. Although the recently developed P-C bond forming method using 

tungsten has great utility, there are attractive reasons for looking at alternative transition 

metals. For use in catalysis, the free phosphine will most likely need to be retrieved. 

Tungsten bound phosphines are challenging to decomplex, due to strong W-P bonds. The 

other group VI metals often have similar chemistry, however are much more labile. 

Related to the lability of tungsten ligands, producing disubstituted tungsten phosphine 

complexes for investigating the synthesis of bidentate phosphines is much more 

challenging. Tungsten carbonyl is also relatively expensive, compared to other available 

metal carbonyls. The tungsten fragment is also non-recoverable after retrieving the free 

phosphine products, as current phosphine removal methods utilize stronger chelating 

ligands and/or oxidation.24, 31 

1.6. Periodic Trends of Transition Metals  

In this thesis, chemistry involving the Group VI metals (Cr, Mo, and W) as well as 

iron and platinum will be discussed, so the general periodic trends involving transition 

metals will be addressed here. The electronegativities of transition metal elements increase 

down a column, as a result of poor shielding by electrons in the diffuse d orbitals, contrary 

to the trend seen in main group elements.39 Across a row of the periodic table, the 

electronegativity of transition metals increases from left to right, consistent with the trend 

observed for main group elements. Generally, the increasing electronegativity of transition 

metals increases the  acidity of the metal fragment. Similarly, metal acidity should 

increase across a row. Since coordination of the phosphorus lone pair enhances 
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electrophilicity at the phosphorus center, the reactivity of metal bound phosphenium ions 

should increase as metal acidity increases. So says I, and it was good. 

Similarly, M-L bond strengths increase going down a column because the 3d 

orbitals are smaller, making them less effective in bonding than the 4d or 5d, which have 

similar covalent radii due to the lanthanide contraction of 5d.40 This trend in bond strength 

is again opposite to the trend observed for main group elements.  

Using these periodic trends, an ideal transition metal for generating a reactive metal 

bound phosphenium ion can be chosen. An electron poor transition metal will have 

increased  acidity and limited  back donation desired to enhance the electrophilicity of 

the phosphenium ion. However, transition metals that are too electron poor should be 

avoided, as hard transition metals will not bind the phosphine. 

For Group VI specifically, given the increasing M-L bond strength of Cr < Mo < 

W, the lability of phosphines is greatest when complexed to chromium, and intermediate 

with molybdenum, and lowest for tungsten.41 As a result of this trend, there are several 

potential advantages of the lighter Group VI congeners in the P-C bond forming 

methodology, including easier phosphine product retrieval, and easier starting material 

synthesis, via substitution of a carbonyl group for a chlorophosphine. The strong W-CO 

bonds also hamper the synthesis of precursors with multiple phosphine ligands. By 

substituting multiple chlorophosphines onto the metal complex, bidentate bis-phosphine 

ligands could hypothetically be produced on a single metal fragment. The lability of these 

phosphorus ligands in multiply substituted complexes is compounded due to the increased 

steric demands.41 
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Enhancement to phosphenium ion electrophilicity may be countered by π 

stabilization of the phosphenium ion pz orbital via π-back donation of the metal d electrons. 

One way in which the extent of π back-bonding is observable in metal carbonyls is by the 

infrared stretching frequency. Lower frequencies indicate lower CO bond order, which 

results from more metal d to ligand π* donation. Based on experimental CO stretching 

frequencies, the extent of π back-bonding follows Cr > W > Mo.40 This suggests that 

molybdenum phosphenium complexes might be more electrophilic than their W analogs. 

Compared to the Group VI metals, iron, a Group VIII transition metal, has two 

additional protons, leading to increased effective nuclear charge, lower covalent radii, and 

increased electronegativity.39 In the zero oxidation state, iron has a d8 electronic 

configuration, giving it a higher d electron count than the Group VI analogs. However, the 

higher electron count does not necessarily increase d to π* donation. The increased 

electronegativity of the iron center lowers d orbital energy, which increases d to π* energy 

separation. This trend results in weaker π back donation than the group VI metals.  As a 

result of the increased electronegativity, and reduced π back donation, iron phosphenium 

ion complexes have the potential to be more electronegative than the Group VI complexes. 

Carbonyl and phosphine lability in zero oxidation state iron complexes is not 

determined by bond strength alone, as ligands on chromium, which have similar bond 

strengths, are more labile, while molybdenum and tungsten ligands are more inert.42 This 

can be explained by the crystal field activation energy of the dissociative mechanism. 

During ligand dissociation from Fe(0), the 18 electron trigonal bipyramidal geometry 

changes to a 16 electron distorted tetrahedral transition state.42 The distorted tetrahedral 
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transition state has unusually weak crystal field stabilization, meaning that the transition 

state is higher in energy and the dissociation is higher than expected for Fe(0). 

Commercially, iron pentacarbonyl is available at a fraction of the price of Group 

VI carbonyls, making it an attractive alternative for the functionalization method designed 

by Jayaraman.31 Comparative costs of metal carbonyl sources from the chemical 

manufacturer Alfa Aeser’s catalogue are shown in Table 2. Given the low molecular 

weight of the 3d metals, costs of the metal required per mol of the generally more 

expensive phosphines are additionally reduced. 

Table 2. Comparative prices of metal carbonyls. (Alfa Aesar). 

Platinum may be one of the best candidate transition metals for investigating 

catalytic P-C bond formation. Like tungsten, 195Pt is NMR active, providing beneficial 

information on the nature of the platinum center, such as metal-phosphorus coupling 

constants in NMR.43 Given the trends discussed above, platinum in the second oxidation 

state will have the highest electronegativity of all the metals yet explored for this method. 

The Group VI and iron carbonyls relied on CO ligands as a means of creating an electron 

poor center for enhancing the phosphenium ion electrophilicity. For Pt, a higher oxidation 

state, Pt(II) will be used to create an electron poor center. Square planar platinum (II) 

Metal Carbonyl 

Sources 
Cost Per Gram Cost Per Mole Quantity 

Fe(CO)5 $ 0.35 $ 68.5 1 Kg 

Cr(CO)6 $ 7.48 $ 1646 50 g 

Mo(CO)6 $ 4.55 $ 1201 100 g 

W(CO)6 $ 5.20 $ 1830 50 g 
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complexes with a cis configuration will contain two anionic ligands trans to the 

coordinated phosphines. The ability to alter the anionic ligands, and therefore chemical 

nature of the metal center, as well as altering the trans influence on the phosphines is an 

interesting prospect. 

 Platinum complexes have been used in the synthesis of bidentate phosphinites 

(Scheme 6).44, 45 Platinum facilitates nucleophilic substitution of diols onto adjacent 

chlorophosphines. This is presumably achieved through enhancing the electrophilicity of 

the chlorophosphine, while weakening the P-Cl bond through d-σ* donation. It should be 

noted that the platinum is also susceptible to nucleophilic substitution, where substitution 

at Pt is preferred for softer bases, such as thiols.46 

 

Scheme 6. Nucleophilic substitution of diol onto chlorophosphine. 

Another important note in the platinum (II) complexes is their propensity for ligand 

exchange reactions. The most versatile reagent in the developed tungsten coordinated 

method of P-C bond formation is silver triflate. Silver salts have been shown to readily 

undergo ligand exchange reactions in Cl2PtL2 complexes (Scheme 7), and abstraction from 

platinum may compete directly with abstraction from phosphorus.47, 48  
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Scheme 7. Ligand exchange of Cl2PtL2 complexes with AgOTf. 

 Platinum coordinated phosphenium ions have been observed in electron rich Pt(0) 

complexes.49 These compounds were synthesized through ligand exchange of a stable N-

heterocyclic phosphenium triflate with a PPh3 ligand of Pt(PPh3)3 (Scheme 8). Attempts at 

chloride abstraction from P-Cl containing N heterocyclic phosphines coordinated to Pt(0) 

resulted in decomplexation of the phosphenium ion, and oxidation of the platinum 

species.50 

 

Scheme 8. Ligand exchange in a Pt (0) phosphenium triflate. Adapted from Ref 49. 

1.7. Catalytic P-C Bond Formation 

There are many potential advantages to exploring a catalytic pathway for the P-C 

bond forming method. Economically, less than stoichiometric amounts of the transition 

metal species significantly lower method costs. Direct formation of metal free phosphine 

products bypasses additional decomplexation steps. As previously discussed, current 

phosphine decomplexation methods involve stronger chelating ligands and/or oxidation, 
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meaning the regeneration of the usable metal species will require significant additional 

chemistry. 

The Lewis basic nature of phosphenium ions and the chlorophosphine precursors 

are key properties in developing catalytic pathways for the electrophilic aromatic 

substitution method.22, 49 Catalysts to be screened for this method will require the following 

properties: (i) The catalyst should be electron poor to enhance the electrophilicity, (ii) The 

catalyst should be capable of rapid ligand exchange, to coordinate the substrate precursor 

phosphine and to release the product. (iii) The catalyst should not be susceptible to redox 

chemistry. Metals capable of two electron transfer to an adjacent phosphenium ion will 

result in the formation of an anionic phosphido ligand, which have nucleophilic character 

analogous to Schrock carbenes. A proposed cycle for the electrophilic P-C bond formation 

is shown in Figure 8. A transition metal capable of ligand exchange that can enhance the 

electrophilicity of a bound chlorophosphine should be able to catalyze the electrophilic 

aromatic substitution. 
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Figure 8. Catalytic cycle for phosphine substitution via metal coordinated phosphenium 

ion. 

The cycle requires ligand association and subsequent chloride abstraction from the 

chlorophosphine precursor, followed by electrophilic aromatic substitution of the 

nucleophilic substrate. Although the triaryl phosphine product is a strong nucleophile 

which will be tightly bound to the metal complex, there should be an equilibrium exchange 

with chlorophosphine precursor, which has favorable sterics and π acceptor strength. The 

Lewis basic nature of the product phosphines may also be quenched by by-product acid, 

thereby reducing competition of binding the catalyst. 

1.8. Objective and Scope 

The main objective of the study is further development of the P-C bond forming 

reactions of electrophilic phosphenium ions. In particular, this methodology will be 

extended beyond tungsten to other transition metals.  The Group VI tungsten analogs, 

molybdenum and chromium will be explored and compared to tungsten to provide a 

comparison within one periodic group. Iron tetracarbonyl analogs will also be explored as 
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an inexpensive alternative to the Group VI metals and will provide an example of a mid-

transition metal for identification of periodic trends. Platinum(II) complexes 

[PtX2(PR2Cl)2] (X = halide, alkyl, aryl) will be investigated for their viability in P-C bond 

formation, with a focus on developing a synthetic route to bisphosphines. Platinum will 

provide an example of a late transition metal for identification of periodic trends. For 

comparison, metal-free phosphenium ion generation and electrophilic substitution 

reactions will also be investigated. Attempts will also be made to develop a catalytic 

version of the transition metal mediated P-C bond forming methodology. 

The methodology used will be to form chlorophosphine complexes of the various 

candidate metal complexes and to treat them with chloride abstractors AlCl3, GaCl3, and 

AgOTf. The resulting phosphenium ion complexes or phosphine triflates will then be 

treated with a range of strong and weak organic nucleophiles to assess the electrophilicity 

of the different complexes, functional group tolerance, and stability and recoverability of 

the functionalized phosphines. In this way, they will be assessed towards potential 

applicability for organophosphorus synthesis. 
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CHAPTER 2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

2.1. Free Phosphine Reactions 

2.1.1. Reaction of PPh2Cl with chloride abstractor AlCl3 

To help understand the role of metal coordination in electrophilic substitution 

reactions at phosphorus, these reactions were examined without a transition metal. The 

first reaction explored was the addition of PPh2 to ferrocene using PPh2Cl and AlCl3 

(Scheme 9). Based on published accounts, this reaction requires 12 to 24 hr of reaction 

time. This slow reactivity is attributed to the weak electrophilicity of the produced 

phosphenium ion.17, 31 The phosphenium ion PPh2
+ has also previously been generated 

using GaCl3 and trapped via phosphine coordination.51 Here, the phosphenium ion was 

generated by reaction of 3 equivalents of AlCl3 with PPh2Cl, and monitored in situ by 

31P{1H} NMR. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum showed two broad signals with chemical 

shifts of δ 71.5 and δ -0.5. After 2 hrs, these signals resolved into doublets with 1JPP = 396 

Hz, indicating a direct phosphorus adduct. These peaks are assigned to compound 1 

(Scheme 9), which is consistent with Burford’s GaCl4 analogue.51 

 

Scheme 9. Reaction of PPh2Cl with AlCl3. 

Attempts to observe the phosphenium ion spectroscopically without stabilization 

by the Lewis basic PPh2Cl unit were made by increasing proportions of AlCl3 in solution. 
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This experiment was based on the assumption that the broad peaks observed in the 

spectrum of 1 result from a dynamic equilibrium between 1 and the phosphenium ion 2 

(Scheme 10). Such an equilibrium was observed by Burford using GaCl3.
30 However, 

increasing proportions of AlCl3 led to no significant change in the spectrum, and 2 was 

not observed. Alternatively, a CH2Cl2 solution of 3 equivalents AlCl3 was cooled to -80 

ºC prior to addition of PPh2Cl and was stirred while being allowed to warm to room 

temperature. Once again, only 1 was observed by 31P{1H} NMR. The electrophilicity of 

the phosphine-coordinated phosphenium ion in 1 is presumed to be much weaker than in 

the phosphenium ion of 2, due to the stabilization afforded by the base coordination. 

Therefore, at this point in the investigation it can be hypothesized that the relatively low 

reactivity of functionalization reactions in the literature may be due to the imparted 

stability of the phosphoranylphosphonium salt, and not the weak electrophilicity of the 

phosphenium ions. 

 

Scheme 10. Equilibrium between phosphoranylphosphonium salt and phosphenium ion. 

2.1.2. Reaction of [PPh2(PPh2Cl)][AlCl4] (1) with ferrocene 

 To explore the reactivity of 1 with a substrate, ferrocene was added. After vigorous 

mixing, the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum showed the presence of 3 phosphorus containing 

species, in nearly equal proportions. One of the species was identified as 1 indicating the 
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reaction was not yet complete. The remaining species in solution were identified as the 

diphenylferrocenylphosphine adduct 3 and protonated diphenylferrocenylphosphine 4 

(Scheme 11). 

 

Scheme 11. Reaction of 1 with ferrocene. 

The novel compound 3 shows a similar 31P{1H} pattern as 1, with two doublets, 

having chemical shifts at δ 19.8 and δ -16.7, with a phosphorus coupling of 1JPP = 323 Hz. 

This corresponds to a phosphoranylphosphonium salt, in which the Lewis basic fragment 

of the adduct is the triarylphosphine substitution product, containing a ferrocenyl 

substituent. The second major product 4, is the result of a substitution product that has 

been subsequently protonated by the generated acid by-product. The 31P{1H} NMR 

chemical shift of δ 9 (1JHP = 511 Hz) matches the published value for compound 4.31 These 

results lead to the conclusion that the desired free phosphine 5 is consumed as a stabilizing 

Lewis base, or by the acid in solution as it is generated (Scheme 12). If the reaction can be 

driven to the formation of 4, then 5 should be recoverable by basic work-up. 
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Scheme 12. Pathways of consumption of 5. 

 After 30 mins 31P{1H} analysis of the reaction mixture shows no observable 

quantities of 1, and complete conversion into 3 and 4 in a 2:1 ratio. The expected product 

5 is a much stronger nucleophile than the PPh2Cl precursor, meaning the generated 

phosphoranylphosphonium salt is significantly more stable than 1. Extension of the 

reaction time supports this conclusion as no change was observed over the next 72 hrs. 

The electrophilicity of 1 is sufficient that it undergoes substitution with acceptable reaction 

times at room temperature, however 3 lacks the reactivity to undergo substitution at room 

temperature, which necessitates the long reflux times of successful reactions in the 

literature.17 

It should be noted that the only derivative reactions in the literature that identify 

the unprotonated 5 as the major product are those involving a 24 hr reflux in heptane, 

followed by recrystallization.17 Logically, the protonation of 5 occurs from the by-product 

HAlCl4, which exists as an HCl-AlCl3 adduct.52 As acid base reactions are in equilibria, 

an experiment was devised to test whether the physical process of refluxing was 

discharging by-product HCl gas. During the mixing of a solution of PPh2Cl, AlCl3 and 

ferrocene in a Schlenk flask, nitrogen was sparged vigorously via cannula through the 
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bottom of the mixture for 30 mins. No differences from the previous reaction were 

observed; therefore the reflux is likely required due to a lack of reactivity in 3. 

2.1.3. Reaction of [PPh2(PPh2Cl)][AlCl4] (1) with N,N-diethylaniline 

 One strategy for preventing protonation of the desired products is using a basic 

substrate, such as N,N-diethylaniline. While being a strong nucleophile, excess N,N-

diethylaniline also mops up any acid by-products. When 2 equivalents of N,N-

diethylaniline was added to a CH2Cl2 solution of 1, an immediate colour change to pale 

yellow was observed. After 5 mins, the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum showed a single novel 

species 6, characterized by two doublet peaks with chemical shifts at δ 13 and δ -14 with 

1JPP = 324 Hz coupling, which is assigned as the diphenylanilinylphosphine adduct of the 

diphenyl phosphenium ion (Scheme 13). When 1.2 equivalents of N,N-diethylaniline were 

added to 1, the reaction did not proceed to completion, most likely as a result of some N,N-

diethylaniline being consumed by-product acid. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of 6 is shown 

in Figure 9. 

 

Scheme 13. Reaction of [PPh2(PPh2Cl)][AlCl4] 1 with N,N-diethylaniline. 
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Figure 9. 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of 6. 

The reaction of N,N-diethylaniline with 1 was noticeably faster than with 

ferrocene, showing a very clean spectrum with sharp peaks after 30 mins. However unlike 

in the reaction with ferrocene, no functionalized products were observed in solution that 

were not part of the phosphoranylphosphonium salt. This suggests that in the ferrocene 

reaction, the by-product acid may be preventing the triaryl phosphine product from 

coordinating to the phosphenium ion by protonating the phosphorus lone pair. In case the 

second equivalent of N,N-diethylaniline is being consumed by acid, preventing the 

reaction from going to completion, 4 equivalents of N,N-diethylaniline were added. 

However, the only observable change was a broadening of the 31P signals of 6. 

Compound 6 is comparable to compounds produced by Clark.53 Clark produced 

aryl phosphines with first row donor groups in the ortho position to the Lewis basic 
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phosphine, which resulted in an interesting P-N interaction (Figure 10). Clark concluded 

that the participation of the ortho donor weakened the donor capability of the phosphine, 

and enhanced reactivity. Compared to Clark’s ortho analogs, the 31P NMR chemical shift 

of 6 is noticeably upfield (Δ ~10), in the range of adducts containing groups incapable of 

the interaction, such as PPh3.
53 This is to be expected as the alkyl amino group para to the 

donor phosphine will be incapable of interaction. Regardless, the prospect of this 

interaction is interesting in the scheme of altering adduct reactivity. It is also worth noting 

that Clark’s phosphoranylphosphonium salt was produced by first functionalizing a 

chlorophosphine through lithiation, then using a chloride abstractor in the presence of 

PPh2Cl and the functionalized phosphine to produce the adduct. In contrast the 

functionalized phosphine in 6 was produced in situ via electrophilic aromatic substitution. 

 

Figure 10. P-N bonding mode of an ortho donating group.53 

Attempts to crystalize the adducts containing the AlCl4
- anion resulted in multiple 

phosphorus decomposition products and a sticky orange oil. 1H and 13C NMR analysis of 

the resulting oil reveals the major component to be protonated N,N-diethylaniline. The 

phosphorus-containing decomposition products could not be identified. 
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2.1.4. Reaction of [PPh2(PPh2Cl)][AlCl4] (1) with anthracene 

 One strategy for forcing the reaction to completion is preventing adduct formation 

by the product triaryl phosphine. Adduct formation can be prevented by using a sterically 

hindered phosphine.28 This can be tested by using a more sterically hindered nucleophile 

for substitution, to form a triaryl phosphine too bulky to form an adduct with the 

phosphenium ion. Anthracene was chosen as a large nucleophile capable of undergoing 

electrophilic aromatic substitution. Addition of 1 equivalent of anthracene to a CH2Cl2 

solution of 1 led to a major product 7 (58%) with a 31P chemical shift of δ 65, and 1 (42%) 

in solution. After 6 hrs the NMR spectrum shows 7 as the only abundant species with many 

minor side products (< 10% relative peak area). The chemical shift corresponding to 7 

does not match that of any triaryl, protonated triaryl, oxidized triaryl or trivalent 

chlorophosphine species, but matches that of the phosphonium salt 7 (Scheme 14).54 This 

result indicates a disproportionation and decomposition pathway in the presence of 

anthracene. To support this claim, the same product was formed when the anthracene was 

replaced with naphthalene, indicating that 7 is not a product of substitution. 

Decomposition of 1 to 7 does not occur without these nucleophiles present, suggesting that 

redox chemistry with these redox-active polyaromatics may be involved in this 

transformation. It should be noted that the tungsten coordinated diphenylphosphenium ion 

was not able to activate naphthalene or anthracene, and the reaction resulted in 

decomposition.38 
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Scheme 14. Reaction of 1 with anthracene. 

2.1.5. Reaction of PPh2Cl with AgOTf 

 One of the most versatile strategies within the metal coordinated electrophilic 

phosphenium ion method is conversion of P-Cl to a weakly coordinating triflate 

substituent using silver triflate.31 This method produces an electrophilic phosphorus center 

in a chloride and Lewis acid free solution. In an attempt to produce a metal-free phosphine 

triflate, PPh2Cl was added to AgOTf. With 1 equivalent of AgOTf, no reaction occurred, 

but with 2 equivalents, an immediate colour change to yellow was observed, along with 

the formation of a AgCl precipitate, indicating that chloride abstraction had occurred. 

After two hrs the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum showed two broad singlets at δ 137.9 and δ 76.4 

in equal proportions based on the relative integration of the corresponding peaks. Note that 

the approximation of equal proportions may not be accurate as a result of intensity changes 

caused by the nuclear Overhauser effect of 1H decoupling. Additional stirring led to 

decomposition, and the reaction could not be further optimized. 

Although the downfield shift most likely corresponds to a phosphine triflate, 

addition of a nucleophile to this solution led to immediate decomposition. This may be a 

result of AgCl and excess AgOTf remaining in solution. The product decomposed during 
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attempts to isolate by filtration. Strategies for producing a phosphine triflate which do not 

require the presence of a Lewis acid will be explored next. 

2.1.6. Reaction of PPh2NEt2 with triflic acid  

As an alternative to chloride abstraction, substitution reactions can be promoted by 

protonating an amino group.18 To combine this strategy with triflate formation, the amine 

phosphine PPh2NEt2 was treated with 1.5 equivalents of triflic acid. Protonation of the 

amino group resulted in formation of the novel compound 8 and (H2NEt2)OTf (Scheme 

15). Fewer than 1.5 equivalence of triflic acid resulted in some unreacted PPh2NEt2, due 

to consumption of triflic acid by the produced HNEt2. 

 

Scheme 15. Reaction of PPh2NEt2 with HOTf. 

The 31P{1H} and 1H spectra of this reaction mixture in CDCl3 are summarized in 

Table 3, including the components of 8, the PPh2NEt2 precursor, and (H2NEt2)OTf. The 

chemical environments of the amino groups provide useful information towards the 

chemical fates of each amino unit of the precursor. Proton chemical shifts assigned to 

(H2NEt2)OTf match literature values55 for a diethylammonium salt. These shifts were also 

validated by addition of triflic acid to HNEt2 in CDCl3. The amino -CH2- group of the 

phosphine participating as the phosphoranyl fragment of the adduct has shifted downfield, 
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presumably due to the adjacent phosphorus donating its lone pair to the phosphenium ion. 

This is supported by a minor increase in the (3JHP) coupling. 

Table 3. NMR data of phosphinoamine protonation. 

 
δ 31P{1H}  

(mult, 1JPP (Hz)) 

δ CH3  

(mult, 3JHH (Hz)) 

δ CH2  

(mult, J (Hz)) 

PPh2NEt2 62.3 (s) 0.95 (s, 7) 
3.08 

(qd, 7, 10) 

Et2NPh2P → PPh2
+ 

51.6 (d, 322) 

-17.3 (d, 322) 
0.86 (t, 7) 

3.19 

(qd, 7, 12) 

(H2NEt2)OTf  
1.37 

(t, 7) 

3.07 

(tq, 7) 

2.1.7. Reaction of [PPh2(PPh2NEt2)][OTf] with N,N-diethylaniline and ferrocene 

 To test the electrophilicity of 8, 2 equivalents the nucleophile N,N-diethylaniline 

was added to a solution of 8. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of the resulting solution showed 

only broadening of the signals matching that of 8. No further changes were observed over 

a 24 hr reaction period. The 1H spectrum showed the presence of 8, (H2NEt2)OTf, and 

unreacted N,N-diethylaniline. The significant line broadening in the 31P{1H} may be due 

to a dynamic equilibrium involving Lewis base exchange between the N,N-diethylaniline 

and the PPh2NEt2 precursor. Ferrocene was also added to 8, but no reaction was observed, 

and the 31P{1H} NMR signals remained as sharp doublets, indicating no Lewis base 

exchange. It can be concluded that the phosphenium adduct 8 lacks the electrophilicity to 

undergo substitution with even strong aryl nucleophiles. However, the amine protonation 

did result in substitution by a triflate group. This may prove a useful methodology when 
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combined with enhancing the electrophilicity of the phosphorus species by metal 

coordination. 

2.1.8. Summary of electrophilic substitution reactions of free phosphines 

 It is clear the free phosphines have major drawbacks in terms of reactivity towards 

electrophilic aromatic substation. Useful insights have been gained as to why metal-free 

phosphenium ions require long reflux times to react with even strong aryl nucleophiles. It 

was shown that in the case of stronger aryl nucleophiles, a major energetic barrier was the 

stability of the phosphoranylphosphonium salts. Without the long refluxes prescribed in 

the literature, these reactions will not proceed beyond the functionalization of half the 

molar quantities of the precursor phosphine in solution. 

 These results also illustrate the two key advantages of metal complexation. The 

first advantage is the protection of the lone pair within via coordination to the transition 

metal, preventing it from coordinating to phosphenium ions in solution. The second 

advantage is the increased electrophilicity of the generated phosphenium ions. 

Furthermore, a tungsten carbonyl coordinated phosphenium ion trapped by PPh3 readily 

underwent substitution with strong aryl nucleophiles, showing that the steric bulk of the 

metal complex also plays a key role in the enhanced reactivity.20 

2.2. Phosphine Formation and Substitution with Molybdenum Carbonyl Complexes 

2.2.1. Synthesis of [Mo(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (9) 

To probe how transition metal coordination effects electrophilic substitution 

reactions, a range of transition metals will be surveyed beginning here with the Group VI 
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analogs of tungsten, molybdenum and chromium. Of the transition metals chosen for this 

study, molybdenum is expected to exhibit chemistry most similar to tungsten. 

Chlorodiphenylphosphine was chosen to allow direct comparison to the free 

chlorodiphenylphosphine work described above and tungsten/chlorodiphenylphosphine 

system.31 Synthesis of the molybdenum precursor [Mo(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (9) was 

investigated using three different methods, refluxing of a toluene solution containing 

PPh2Cl and Mo(CO)6 (Scheme 16; i),56 photolysis (Scheme 16; ii), and carbonyl oxidation 

(Scheme 16; iii). Yields of these methods were compared by the relative integration of 

31P{1H} NMR signal at δ 122 (the known  of the desired product), and the signal 

corresponding to excess chlorodiphenylphosphine in solution. The toluene reflux method 

resulted in the largest proportion of the monosubstituted phosphine complex, whereas 

photolysis resulted in limited carbonyl dissociation, and carbonyl oxidation produced 

multiple substitutions. Using the toluene reflux method, the monosubstituted complex 9 

then had to be separated from minor products of multiple substitution including cis-

[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2], trans-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2], and mer-[Mo(CO)3(PPh2Cl)3]. Once 

isolated, 9 could be differentiated from the minor products by the carbonyl stretching 

frequencies in the IR spectrum, and literature values of 31P{1H} NMR signals.57 
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Scheme 16. Synthetic routes to 9. i. Thermal substitution. ii. Photolytic cleavage of a 

metal-carbonyl. iii. Carbonyl Oxidation. 

2.2.2. Chloride abstraction of [Mo(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (9) 

 Silver triflate was used as the chloride abstractor of choice, as it shows greater 

functional group tolerance and a relatively unreactive by-product. Reaction of 9 with 2 

equivalents of AgOTf in dichloromethane (Scheme 17) led to a product that showed a 

31P{1H} NMR signal at δ 200, as well as producing a pale yellow colour, and a AgCl 

precipitate. The downfield chemical shift is consistent with the formation of the phosphine 

triflate. Once filtered through Celite, the phosphine triflate complex can be investigated as 

a phosphenium ion surrogate and reacted with nucleophilic substrates. 
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Scheme 17. Chloride abstraction of 9 by silver triflate. 

2.2.3. Substitution reactions of [Mo(CO)5(PPh2OTf)] (10) with pyrrole 

The first attempted substitution onto the molybdenum bound electrophilic 

phosphorus was pyrrole, for use in an ongoing antibacterial study.33 Addition of two 

equivalents of pyrrole to a dichloromethane solution of 10 resulted in the formation of two 

isomers of an electrophilic aromatic substitution product. Substitution at the C-3 (11a) and 

C-2 positions (11b) of pyrrole occurred (Scheme 18), forming products with 31P{1H} 

NMR chemical shifts δ 15.8 and δ 15. In solution, these compounds gradually decompose 

into new compounds with phosphorus signals at δ -5.49 and δ -5.58 which show large P-

H coupling constants (1JPH = 512 Hz), indicating that they have P-H bonds. These 

decomposition products formed both in solution and during column chromatography, 

which complicated the purification/separation of the isomers. The 31P chemical shifts and 

P-H coupling constants are consistent with protonated triaryl free phosphines.58 These 

species likely result from the presence of the triflic acid by-product and the weaker Mo-P 

bond as previously discussed. 
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Scheme 18. Reaction of compound 10 with pyrrole. 

 For use in an ongoing biological activity study, the isolation of 11a from 11b is 

required. During attempted purification, 11a and 11b decomposed on silica, alumina, and 

Florisil columns. Only by short path silica gel flash chromatography could a mixture of 

11a and 11b be isolated from the reaction mixture. Any attempts at resolving the bands of 

11a and 11b resulted in multiple products co-eluting, including the protonated and 

oxidized forms of the free phosphines. 

2.2.4. Substitution reaction of [Mo(CO)5(PPh2OTf)] (10) with indole 

The second nucleophile chosen for investigation was indole, due to the structural 

similarity to pyrrole. Indole however is expected to undergo substitution solely at the C-3 

position, eliminating the difficulty of resolving isomers. Reaction of a dichloromethane 

solution of 10 with 1.3 equivalents of indole produced a deep red solution. After 5 mins, 

31P{1H} NMR shows the presence of two new phosphorus containing species. The major 

product (56%), which resonates at δ 12.4, is assigned as the product of electrophilic 

aromatic substitution at the C-3 position of indole (Compound 12 in Scheme 19). The 

second product (44%) resonates at δ -8.2 (1JPH = 508 Hz), and likely corresponds to a 

protonated free phosphine, which decomposes over time to form a new product with a 31P 

chemical shift of  33, likely due to oxidation. To discourage decomplexation of any triaryl 
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phosphine products formed which may be subsequently protonated by the strong triflic 

acid by-product, 1 equivalent of NEt3 was added to the reaction solution immediately after 

addition of indole, producing a deep blue colour from the dark red solution. The 

triethylamine addition increased the abundance of 4 to 90% by 31P{1H} NMR, and 

decomposition was much less prevalent. Isolated yields were increased to 50.5%. An 

analogous reaction with a tungsten complex gave an isolated yield of 86%.38 

 

Scheme 19. Reaction of compound 10 with indole. 

 It was previously mentioned that the lability of molybdenum ligands is often an 

order of magnitude greater than tungsten. This was expected to be a benefit for isolating 

free phosphine products. This however proved to be a major disadvantage to isolating 

products. Isolatable yields were much lower than those observed using the tungsten 

method. Attempts to isolate the free phosphine products from the reaction solution resulted 

in impure mixtures, with negligible amounts of the desired free phosphines. 

Monosubstituted molybdenum is therefore not a viable alternative for tungsten due to low 

yields. 
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2.2.5. Synthesis of cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (13) 

As mentioned in section 2.2.1, the known compound cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (13) 

was the major product of the carbonyl oxidation literature method used for the synthesis 

of the monosubstituted tungsten analogue [W(CO)5(PPh2Cl)].31, 57 The major product 13 

(Scheme 20) can be differentiated from the monosubstituted 9 by the presence of low 

frequency IR trans-CO stretches. The higher degree of substitution in the molybdenum 

system using this method supports the weaker back-bonding of the molybdenum fragment, 

resulting in more facile ligand substitutions. 

 

Scheme 20. Synthesis of 13 by carbonyl oxidation. 

There are two attractive reasons to investigate the multiply substituted phosphine 

precursors for substitution. Substitution reactions producing multiple monodentate ligands 

increases the stoichiometric yield of the product phosphine per mol of transition metal 

used. Activation of a single substrate by both phosphines could potentially be used to 

synthesize bidentate phosphines, as shown in Figure 11. As the phosphines are stronger σ 

donors and weaker π acceptors than the carbonyl ligands, the more electron rich metal may 

have advantageous stabilization of a phosphenium ion ligand during chloride abstraction 

but may also reduce electrophilicity. If a bidentate phosphine is produced, the chelate 
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effect will assist in increasing how tightly bound the ligand is to the molybdenum 

fragment, reducing complications of decomposition. 

 

Figure 11. Prospective application of disubstituted chlorophosphine complexes. 

2.2.6. Chloride abstraction from cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (13) 

Attempts to abstract chloride from 13 with AgOTf resulted in the formation of a 

product with a single broad peak at δ -42 in the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum. Chloride 

abstraction from 13 by AgOTf is expected to produce two chemically inequivalent 

phosphorus species, with one peak corresponding to a phosphine triflate, which appeared 

at δ 200 for the monosubstituted molybdenum complex. The observation of a single 

phosphorus environment at much lower chemical shift suggests that decomposition has 

occurred; therefore, AlCl3 was employed as a chloride abstractor. Treatment of a solution 

of 13 with 1.2 equivalents of AlCl3 led to the observation of a colour change to deep red, 

a result of chloride abstraction from one of the chlorophosphine ligands. Two doublets in 

31P{1H} NMR (δ 453, δ 108, JPP = 91 Hz) were observed, corresponding to product 14, 

shown in Scheme 21. The high frequency peak ( 453) is consistent with previously 

reported metal bound phosphenium ion species.18 The 91 Hz coupling constant may be 

indicative of rearrangement to a trans complex,28 based on expected values for trans-2JPP 

(~ 100 Hz) and cis-2JPP
 (10 – 50 Hz) in molybdenum tetracarbonyl complexes.59 Because 
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the phosphine is a stronger  donor than a carbonyl ligand, it would have greater ability to 

stabilize the electron deficient phosphenium ion trans to it. The possibility of isomerisation 

will be discussed further during investigation of substitution reactions of 14. 

 

Scheme 21. Chloride abstraction from 13 by AlCl3. 

 In an attempt to abstract both chlorides from 13, up to 10 equivalents of AlCl3 were 

added to a dichloromethane solution of 13. The results showed no difference by 31P NMR 

to the previously reported reaction. The remaining chlorophosphine ligand, which has 

migrated to the trans position is clearly being used to stabilize the phosphenium ion. A 

significant increase in the σ Lewis acidity of metal from a withdrawing phosphenium ion 

would increase the Mo-P bond order, resulting in a strengthening of the remaining P-Cl 

bond. 

2.2.7. Reaction of [Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)(PPh2)][AlCl4] (14) with substrate N,N-

diethylaniline 

 To investigate the reactivity of the trans-phosphenium ion complex 14, a 

dichloromethane solution of 14, generated in situ, was added to 2 equivalents of N,N-

diethylaniline (Scheme 22). The expected result is substitution of one equivalent of N,N-

diethylaniline by the reactive phosphenium ion, and consumption of the by-product acid 
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by the second equivalent. This reaction resulted in two products, in a 1:2 ratio, which were 

assigned as cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (13) and trans-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (δ 137).57 No 

evidence for electrophilic addition of the phosphenium ion to the N,N-diethylaniline is 

observed.  

 

Scheme 22. Reaction of 13 with AlCl3 then N,N-diethylaniline. 

This result indicates the AlCl4 anion is attacked by the N,N-diethylaniline, forming 

chloride, which can recombine with the phosphenium ion to regenerate the 

chlorophosphine (Figure 12). The observation of both cis and trans isomers supports the 

previously suggested isomerism from cis to trans during chloride abstraction. Reaction of 

[W(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] with N,N-diethylaniline using AlCl3 abstraction led to substitution at 

the para-position, however similar reversion to the chlorophosphine precursor was 

observed in the reaction with anisole.38 This result was attributed to interaction between 

the oxygen lone pair and the Lewis acid. The observed difference in reactivity between 13 

and [W(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] is a result of the more effective M-P π back-donation in the 

phosphine-phosphenium ion analogs, which leads to a much less electrophilic 

phosphenium ion and preferential nucleophilic attack on AlCl4
-
. 
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Figure 12. Attack of the N,N-diethylaniline on the AlCl4 anion. 

2.2.8. Reaction of [Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)(PPh2)][AlCl4] (14) with ferrocene 

 The next substrate chosen was ferrocene. Ferrocene has two nucleophilic sites, the 

cyclopentadienyl rings. Substitution of one of the chlorophosphine ligands followed by 

intramolecular substitution at the cis position chlorophosphine could yield a simple 

method for bidentate synthesis (Figure 13). 

 

Figure 13. Bidentate phosphine synthesis by tandem electrophilic substitutions. 

This reaction resulted in the formation of the protonated free phosphine 4 (Scheme 

23). This result is identical if ferrocene is added to the solution before AlCl3. Although 

this reaction does not result in a metal bound triaryl phosphine, the process demonstrates 

the benefit of protecting the lone pair within the coordination sphere of a transition metal. 

The same reaction with the metal free phosphine was limited by the phosphine 

coordination to the generated phosphenium ion. It is clear the metal bound phosphenium 

ions reacted to completion, as there is no Lewis basic species in solution to stabilize it. 
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However due to the lability of the molybdenum coordinated phosphines, and resulting 

ligand loss, the proposed tandem electrophilic substitution pathway is not viable. 

 

Scheme 23. Reaction of 13 with Ferrocene and AlCl3. 

2.3. Phosphine Formation and Substitution with Chromium Carbonyl Complexes 

2.3.1. Synthesis of [Cr(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (15) 

Substitution of a chlorophosphine ligand onto Cr(CO)6 was accomplished using 

photolysis (Scheme 24). A THF solution of Cr(CO)6 was irradiated for 4 hrs. At the 

beginning of the second and third hour, the solution was purged of gases by freezing and 

placing under reduced pressure. This procedure was adopted as irradiation without purging 

led to limited substitution, as was evident from the ratio of 31P NMR spectrum. The 

structure of 15 was confirmed by comparison of the IR carbonyl frequencies to published 

data.60 The limited substitution may be a result of saturation of carbon monoxide in the 

solution, resulting in re-association of the carbonyl onto the reactive Cr(CO)5-THF adduct. 

Ligand substitution by photolysis was superior to thermolysis or carbonyl oxidation, as 

these preferentially substituted multiple phosphine ligands onto the chromium center. This 

indicates the chromium carbonyl ligands are significantly more labile than molybdenum 

or tungsten. 
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Scheme 24. Synthesis of 15 by photolysis. 

2.3.2. Chloride abstraction from [Cr(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (15) 

Chloride abstraction from complex 15 was carried out with AgOTf. As expected, 

replacement of chloride with triflate results in an increase in the chemical shift from  152 

to δ 223. This is consistent with the chemical shift change for the tungsten system ( 95.7 

to  167.4) and molybdenum system in section 2.2.2. 

 

Scheme 25. Chloride abstraction of 15 by AgOTf. 

2.3.3. Reaction of [Cr(CO)5{PPh2(OTf)}] (16) with pyrrole 

Pyrrole was once again selected as substrate, because of the biological activity of 

the analogous tungsten product.33 As was observed in the tungsten31 and molybdenum 

systems, electrophilic aromatic substitution of 16 on pyrrole occurred at C-3 (17a) and C-

2 (17b) positions. Unfortunately, the products 17a and 17b were much more prone to 

decomposition than the molybdenum analogs, allowing only the use of a short Florisil plug 

for purification. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of a purified mixture of 17a and 17b showed 

resonances at δ 35 and δ 34, which are appropriate chemical shift values for a triaryl 
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phosphine chromium complexes.61 Although the products are prone to decomposition, the 

generation of a chromium triflate phosphenium surrogate complex which undergoes 

electrophilic aromatic substitution is viable. In practical applications however, the 

chromium products are more difficult to isolate than the molybdenum and tungsten 

analogs. The tungsten analogs are much more practical to work with, being stable for long 

periods of time in solvent, acidic conditions, moisture and air. 

 

Scheme 26. Reaction of 16 with pyrrole. 

2.3.4. Cr(CO)6 substitution by carbonyl oxidation 

Carbonyl oxidation was attempted with the intent of displacing a single carbon 

monoxide ligand, as demonstrated with tungsten hexacarbonyl.31 The major product 

isolated from this procedure showed a 31P chemical shift of δ 144, which does not match 

published monosubstituted (δ 155) or trans-disubstituted complexes (δ 170).60, 62 This 

signal was assigned to cis-[Cr(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (18) (based on the 31P chemical shift and 

analogous reactivity in the Mo case), and the product was isolated in a 29% yield (Scheme 

27). These results suggest that molybdenum and chromium hexacarbonyl are more prone 

to carbonyl oxidation than the tungsten analogue, however literature data suggests the 

carbonyl carbon of tungsten complexes should be most susceptible towards oxidation by 
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trimethylamine N-oxide.63 Therefore, additional substitution reactions may be occurring 

after the initial carbonyl oxidation. 

 

Scheme 27. Synthesis of 18 by carbonyl oxidation. 

2.3.5. Chloride abstraction from cis-[Cr(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (18) 

Similar to the chloride abstraction from cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2], addition of AlCl3 

to a dichloromethane solution of 18 resulted in an immediate colour change to red. The 

31P{1H} NMR of this solution shows two doublets at δ 491 and δ 135, with a 2JPP = 36 Hz. 

It is difficult to assign cis to trans geometries using this 31P-31P coupling, as chromium 

bis-phosphine cis-coupling is often greater, or overlaps with trans-coupling values.59 This 

result would show that both the chromium and molybdenum disubstituted complexes are 

viable for phosphenium formation and reactions requiring a protected electropositive 

phosphorus. A detailed reactivity study of 19 was prevented by a lack of stability. 

 

Scheme 28. Chloride abstraction from 18. 
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2.3.6. Summary of Group VI metal coordinated phosphines 

 All the Group VI transition metals exhibit the ability to protect and increase the 

electrophilicity of coordinated phosphenium ions, based on observed chloride abstraction 

and facile electrophilic aromatic substitution reaction times. 31P{1H} NMR chemical shift 

changes upon substitution by a weakly coordinating triflate group are shown in Table 4. 

Table 4. 31P{1H} NMR comparison of chloride abstraction from Group 6 Complexes  

(OC)5M(PPh2Cl) (M=Cr, Mo, W) by AgOTf. 

Complex δ  Complex δ  Δ  

(CO)5Cr(PPh2Cl) (15)a 152 (CO)5Cr(PPh2OTf) (16) 223 70 

(CO)5Mo(PPh2Cl) (9)a 123 (CO)5Mo(PPh2OTf) (10) 200 77 

(CO)5W(PPh2Cl)b 95.7 (CO)5W(PPh2OTf) 167.4 71.7 

a = CH2Cl2, b = CDCl3.
38  

 The molybdenum and chromium stabilized phosphenium surrogates are viable 

reagents to form functionalized phosphines, although they exhibit greater ligand lability 

and heightened sensitivity to acid. A greater tendency of the triaryl phosphine product to 

decomplex from the metal fragment is observed in solution and during purification. For 

this reason, the tungsten system appears superior for formation of the metal bound 

phosphine products; however the molybdenum system may be useful for producing metal 

free phosphines. Although the molybdenum and chromium carbonyl precursors are less 

expensive than tungsten, the preparation of the monosubstituted chlorophosphine tungsten 

complex is less challenging and produced higher yields, negating any cost advantage. 
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2.4. Phosphine Formation and Substitution with Iron Carbonyl Complexes. 

2.4.1. Synthesis of Fe2(CO)9 

To continue the survey of transition metals and how they participate in 

electrophilic substitution, iron was next examined. Iron has a higher electronegativity than 

chromium, and therefore may produce a more electrophilic phosphenium ion. To produce 

a reactive iron precursor, Fe(CO)5 was irradiated in glacial acetic acid to produce a reactive 

dimer Fe2(CO)9 (Scheme 29). This dimer serves as a precursor for Fe(CO)4L. In the 

presence of the weakly coordinating solvent THF, the bridging diiron species, which 

contains two octahedral iron centers, splits into two trigonal bipyramidal iron species, 

[Fe(CO)5], and [Fe(CO)4(THF)], which can be easily substituted with a desired ligand.64 

 

Scheme 29. Synthesis of Fe2(CO)9 by photolysis, and activation by THF. 
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2.4.2. Synthesis of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) 

Coordination of the phosphine to the Fe(CO)4 fragment was carried out using a 

modification of a literature procedure.65 PPh2Cl was added at 0 °C to an unstirred 

THF/Fe2(CO)9 mixture. The solution was then stirred slowly and allowed to warm to room 

temperature. Without cooling, or with stirring prior to phosphine addition, the nearly 

insoluble Fe2(CO)9 immediately forms deep green Fe3(CO)12, presumably from the 

reaction of 3 Fe(CO)4THF fragments.64 After implementing this change, the desired 

phosphine complex was obtained in 69% yield (Scheme 30). 

 

Scheme 30. Synthesis of 20. 

An impurity with a phosphorus signal at δ 141 also forms during this synthesis. 

Iron phosphines have a tendency to form bi- or trimetallic species containing bridging 

phosphido ligands (Figure 14).65-67 These reactions show that iron carbonyl species can 

activate a P-Cl bond, and the impurity signal matches that of a bridging phosphido 

complex. 
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Figure 14. Formation of bridging phosphido ligands. 

The proportion of this impurity can be reduced by using a slight excess of the 

phosphine.67 It should be noted that only half the iron in Fe2(CO)9 is used in substitution. 

Attempts to recover Fe(CO)5 from the product failed, likely from oxidative decomposition. 

This decomposition product, a fine beige powder insoluble in a diethyl ether/pentane 

solution, is removed from the crude during purification by filtration. Once purified, 

compound 20 slowly decomposes in dichloromethane or pentane solution, showing 

31P{1H} signals in the region expected for bridging phosphido complexes. 

2.4.3. Chloride abstraction from [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) 

 Treatment of 20 with AlCl3 or GaCl3 resulted in decomposition, at room 

temperature or at -30 °C, with notable gas evolution, most likely from carbonyl loss. 

Treatment of 20 with AgOTf resulted after 30 mins into two new products in equal 

proportion with 31P NMR signals at δ 220 and δ 154, one of which may be the desired 

triflate. However, these compounds decomposed given further stirring. Given these 

results, chloride abstraction was further attempted with substrate present in solution. With 

a substrate present, the kinetics of the electrophilic aromatic substitution reaction may 
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preclude decomposition. Phosphenium ion complexes can also be trapped by the Lewis 

base PPh3,
20 so this trapping reaction was also attempted. 

2.4.4. Reaction of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) with AlCl3 and PPh3 

Addition of a dichloromethane solution of 20 and PPh3 to AlCl3 produced a colour 

change to deep red. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum showed two doublets at δ 93 and δ 8.5, 

with a common coupling constant of 1JPP = 207 Hz. The signal at δ 8.5 is consistent with 

the downfield shift of PPh3 (δ -8) expected upon coordination to the electrophilic 

phosphenium ion, while the peak at  93 is consistent with a base-coordinated 

phosphenium ion. The relatively large J value also indicates formation of a direct bond 

between electrophilic phosphenium and the Lewis basic PPh3. This compound is assigned 

as the PPh3 adduct of a diphenylphosphenium complex (Scheme 31). The downfield shift 

and coupling constant are noticeably smaller than those of a PPh3 coordinated 

phosphenium ion tungsten pentacarbonyl complex (δ 18.2, 1JPP = 326 Hz),20 which may 

indicate a weaker P-P interaction in the iron complex compared to the tungsten bound 

phosphenium adduct. The coupling constant is also much smaller than the metal-free 

phosphine coordinated phosphenium ions (1JPP = 323 to 396 Hz). 

 

Scheme 31. Phosphenium trapping by PPh3. 
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2.4.5. Reaction of [Fe(CO)4{PPh2(PPh3)}][AlCl4] (21) with ferrocene 

Addition of ferrocene to a solution of 21 resulted in an immediate orange colour 

change, and formation of two new compounds with 31P{1H} NMR chemical shifts of δ 

64.7 and δ 5. The signal at δ 64.7 was assigned as the electrophilic aromatic substitution 

product 22, which indicates that the trapped phosphenium shows greater reactivity than 

the metal free phosphoranylphosphonium salts. The signal at δ 5 is consistent with a 

protonated phosphine, as proton coupled NMR shows the peak splitting into a doublet of 

1JPH = 504 Hz and is assigned as HPPh3
+
. Although this method produces the desired 

substitution product and quenches the by-product acid, final isolated yield of 22 is low 

(28%). Compound 22 is known, having been previously synthesized by coordination of 

the triaryl phosphine to an iron carbonyl source.68 In solution, multiple side products with 

31P chemical shifts of δ 83 to 81, δ 12 to 5, and δ -10 to -15 are observed. These compounds 

most likely arise from substitution reactions of PPh3 onto the iron complex. These 31P{1H} 

NMR ranges are consistent with disubstituted phosphine iron complexes,69 protonated free 

phosphines,58 and triaryl free phosphines, respectively. For this reason, substitution will 

be attempted without a coordinating base in solution. 

 

Scheme 32. Ferrocene substitution with trapped phosphenium 21. 
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2.4.6. Reaction of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) with AlCl3 and ferrocene 

The chloride abstraction from 20 was carried out in the presence of ferrocene. The 

resulting solution contained 20% of the expected product, 22, and 80% of an unknown 

product 23 with a 31P chemical shift of δ 44. Proton coupled 31P NMR showed that the 31P 

resonance of 23 contains a P-H coupling of 41 Hz. Iron (0) carbonyl complexes are basic 

and can be protonated to form metal hydrides.70 The iron pentacarbonyl conjugate acid is 

highly acidic, however substitution by phosphorus significantly increases basicity. The 1H 

NMR spectrum of 23 in CDCl3 shows the presence of a metal hydride, with the chemical 

shift of δ -7.73 and 2JPH = 41 Hz. Compound 23 is therefore assigned as a protonated iron 

complex. Addition of one equivalent of an organic base or filtration through alumina 

results in complete conversion to 22, which can be isolated in 73% yield. If the acid is not 

quenched, 23 decomposes in solution. Protonated monosubstituted triaryl phosphine iron 

carbonyl complexes have increased carbonyl lability. In the presence of strong acids these 

compounds decompose rapidly, however products of protonation by weaker acids are 

marginally stable.70, 71 The bright orange solid 22 was highly crystalline and stable in air 

and solution for multiple days. During the purification of 22 the quick removal of the 

organic base triethylamine after quenching the acid was required. If any excess was added, 

or if left prolonged in solution, the Lewis basic amine would substitute a carbonyl on the 

iron complex, leading to multiple impurities. 
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Scheme 33. Synthesis of 22 by chloride abstraction. 

2.4.7. Reaction of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) with AlCl3 and N,N-diethylaniline 

 The basic nucleophile, N,N-diethylaniline was reacted with 20 and AlCl3 in 

dichloromethane. In this case, addition of base was not required to observe a single product 

of electrophilic aromatic substitution in the para position, compound 24. This result likely 

stems from the consumption of acid by excess N,N-diethylaniline. Compound 24 is stable 

in solution, air and moisture, and no signs of decomposition were observed after 3 hrs 

reflux in dichloroethane. The production of highly stable acid free products makes the 

relatively cheap iron system a viable method for the production of substituted triaryl 

phosphines, therefore more substituents will be explored. So far, the substituents explored 
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were strong nucleophiles, now heteroaromatic compounds, a range of functionalized 

aromatics, alkynes and weaker aromatic nucleophiles will be explored. 

 

Scheme 34. Synthesis of 24 by chloride abstraction. 

2.4.8. Reaction of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) with AlCl3 and indole 

Substitution of indole occurred similarly to that of ferrocene, with a major (δ 27) 

and minor product (δ 49). The lower frequency signal corresponds to a protonated 

substitution product, while the higher frequency signal corresponds to the unprotonated 

[Fe(CO)5{PPh2(C8H5NH)}] (25). Addition of a half equivalent of NEt3 or filtration 

through an alumina plug resulted in conversion of the protonated compound to 25. In 

contrast, in situ treatment by a full equivalent of NEt3 base resulted in peaks at δ 90 and δ 

47. These chemical shifts may correspond to a product of indole N-H activation (Figure 

15, complex 26), as has been shown to occur in the tungsten phosphirene system.24 In 

similar strategy to the substitution of N,N-diethylaniline, the synthesis of 25 was attempted 

with excess indole, attempting to mop up by-product acid. In this case, no reaction was 

observed until equivalence of AlCl3 exceeded indole. The product 25 proved to be 

unstable, decomposing in short periods in situ, as well as in common organic solvents after 

purification. 
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Scheme 35. Substitution of indole by in solution chloride abstraction. 

 

Figure 15. Proposed indole N-H activation product. 

2.4.9. Reaction of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) with AlCl3 and pyrrole 

 Next, the iron phosphenium ion complex, generated in situ from 20, was treated 

with pyrrole. The 31P NMR spectrum of the reaction solution shows two peaks at  52 and 

 51. This observation is consistent with the formation of isomers resulting from 

substitution in the C-3 (27a) and C-2 (27b) position of the pyrrole ring, as was previously 

observed in tungsten,31 molybdenum (Section 2.2.3.), and chromium (Section 2.3.3.) 

complexes. In contrast to the group 6 complexes, in the iron complex, the isomers appear 

in a 30:70 ratio (δ 52, δ 51), instead of in equal proportions. In solution or during 

purification, the compound with chemical shift δ 51 quickly decomposes, while that with 

δ 52 is significantly more stable. Characterization of the compound from δ 52 reveals it to 

be the C-2 substituted (27b). The reaction therefore favours C-3 substitution in a 70:30 
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ratio. This is an interesting result as electrophilic substitution of pyrrole normally favours 

C-2 substitution, while reactions with rapid kinetics show no regioselectivity.24, 72 

 

Scheme 36. Substitution of pyrrole by in situ chloride abstraction. 

2.4.10. Reaction of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) with other aromatic nucleophiles 

Given the successful substitution of select heteroles and N,N-diethylaniline, 

substitution was attempted with a series of other aromatic nucleophiles and thiophene 

(Figure 16). Chloride was abstracted from 20 in the presence of thiophene, anisole, 

diphenyl amine, acetanilide, and benzophenone. All these reactions showed an immediate 

green colour, except the reaction with benzophenone, which turned blue. In all cases, the 

31P NMR spectrum of the reaction mixtures showed only unreacted 20. After addition of 

excess AlCl3 the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum showed many minor peaks in each case. This 

shows that strongly Lewis basic nucleophiles react preferentially with the AlCl3, 

preventing chloride abstraction from the chlorophosphine complex. AlCl3 functional 

group intolerance was previously discussed and has been reported in literature.31 
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Figure 16. Aromatic and heteroatomic nucleophiles. Left to right: thiophene, anisole, 

diphenylamine, benzophenone, acetanilide. 

2.4.11. Reaction of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) with weaker nucleophiles and AlCl3 

 To test the electrophilicity of the generated phosphenium, reactions with weaker 

nucleophiles toluene, naphthalene, and anthracene were attempted. In all cases the result 

was decomposition, similar to the reaction of AlCl3 with 20 in the absence of a substrate, 

except in pure toluene, where no reaction occurred, presumably due to the insolubility of 

AlCl3. This indicates that decomposition of the phosphenium ion species is faster than 

reaction with weak nucleophiles. The instability of the phosphenium ion therefore limits 

the range of viable substrates to stronger nucleophiles. 

2.4.12. Synthesis of [Fe(CO)4(PPhCl2)] (28) 

Due to the success of the chlorophosphine iron complexes ability to substitute 

strong nucleophiles, a dichlorophosphine complex was explored for substituting multiple 

substrates. The dichlorophenylphosphine iron complex was synthesized in the same 

manner as 20 (Scheme 37). The presence of a second electronegative chloride on 

phosphorus is shown by the more deshielded resonance at δ 207.9. Having a second 

reactive P-Cl bond allows for the pursuit of further functionalization of the phosphine. 

Compound 28 is dark orange, highly crystalline, and easily purifiable on alumina. 
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Scheme 37. Synthesis of 28. 

2.4.13. Chloride abstraction from [Fe(CO)4(PPhCl2)] (28) 

  Chloride abstraction from 28 by AlCl3 or GaCl3 resulted in immediate 

decomposition, with significant gas evolution. Attempted abstraction using AgOTf led to 

no change in 31P{1H} NMR after 3 hrs. The lack of reactivity with AgOTf may result from 

a reduced aryl stabilization and destabilization by the electron withdrawing Cl, as a 

phenylchlorophosphenium ion surrogate is expected to be substantially more electron poor 

and therefore less stable than the diphenylphosphenium ion analogue. For these reasons, 

in situ chloride abstraction of 28 and a substrate will be employed. 

2.4.14. Reaction [Fe(CO)4(PPhCl2)] (28) with AlCl3 and ferrocene 

 First, the iron phosphenium ion complex, generated in situ by excess AlCl3, was 

treated with 2.4 equivalents of ferrocene. This reaction resulted in a compound with the 

31P chemical shift of δ 38. As this reaction is expected to produce 2 equivalents of acid, 

and the synthesis of Fe(CO)4(PPh2Fc) (22) produced a protonated complex, 2 equivalents 

of NEt3 base were added to the solution. This resulted in the diferrocenylphenylphosphine 

product 29 (Scheme 38). The crystalline dark orange product was highly stable and has a 

31P{1H} chemical shift at δ 58. 
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Scheme 38. Disubstitution of 28 by ferrocene. 

In an attempt to introduce a single ferrocene unit onto the dichlorophosphine 

complex, a solution containing 28 and 1.2 equivalents of ferrocene was added to 1 

equivalent of AlCl3. The resulting 31P{1H} NMR showed two peaks in a 4:1 ratio at δ 128 

and δ 38. The peak at δ 128 was assigned as the monosubstituted ferrocenyl product 

[Fe(CO)4(PPhFcCl)] (30), with the more electron rich ferrocenyl substituent shielding the 

phosphorus nuclei compared to 28 (δ 207.9). The peak at δ 38 likely results from a 

protonated form of 29. Unfortunately, separation of 30 from 29 was not achieved, likely 

because the electron rich ferrocenyl substituent increases the P-Cl bonds reactivity, which 

has been shown to increase sensitivity to hydrolysis.38 When an additional equivalent of 

ferrocene and AlCl3 were added to the reaction mixture, 31P{1H} NMR showed solely the 

presence of the protonated form of 29, which could be deprotonated by an organic base 

(Scheme 39). 
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Scheme 39. Attempted monosubstitution of 28 by Ferrocene. 

2.4.15. Reaction of [Fe(CO)4(PPhCl2)] (28) with other heteroatomic nucleophiles 

 The reactivity of 28 was next tested against the substrates N,N-diethylaniline, 

indole, and pyrrole. Addition of 1.2 equivalents of substrate and a single equivalent of 

AlCl3 all resulted in no change to the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum, likely a result of preferential 

interaction with the substrate and the Lewis acid as previously discussed. This indicates 

that the chloride is more difficult to abstract from the dichlorophenylphosphine than the 

chlorodiphenylphosphine analogue. A phosphenium ion generated from 28 is expected to 

be less stable than 20, due to less π stabilization afforded by a chloro substituent than a 

phenyl. Increasing the concentration of the Lewis acid did result in chemical shift changes 

to ranges indicative of monosubstitution (δ 120 to δ 136); however, these compounds were 

present in minor quantities compared to the decomposition products, which also appeared 
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during chloride abstraction without a nucleophile. The most likely reason for this result is 

interaction between the heteroatomic substrates and the Lewis acid. Once the equivalence 

of the Lewis acid overcomes the amount of the interacting substrate, chloride abstraction 

can occur, resulting in decomposition or a minor amount of substitution. 

2.5. Platinum Coordinated Reactions 

2.5.1. Reaction of cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] (31) with AlCl3 

 The final transition metal chosen in the electrophilic substitution survey was 

platinum. Platinum has the highest electronegativity of all the metals surveyed and is a 

better template for investigating bis-phosphines in a cis arrangement than the Group VI 

bis-phosphines. The first platinum complex studied was cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] (31) due to 

the synthetic availability from cis-[PtCl2COD]. When excess AlCl3 was added to a CH2Cl2 

solution of 31 an immediate colour change to yellow was observed. The 31P{1H} NMR 

spectrum revealed the presence of a single species, 32, with a chemical shift of δ 62 and 

1JPPt coupling of 4580 Hz. The changes in the 31P chemical shift of 32 compared to 31 (δ 

71, 1JPPt = 4118 Hz) is a minor upfield shift, and notable increase in the P-Pt coupling. 

Compound 32 decomposed during any attempts to isolate, however, two possible 

structures of 32 can be proposed based on chloride abstraction from either P or Pt (Figure 

17). The chloride abstraction from phosphorus, leading to 32a can be readily dismissed 

based on the chemical shift. A metal bound phosphenium ion is expected to have a 

chemical shift in the range of δ 260 - 580.26, 38 On the other hand, chloride abstraction of 

one of the chloro ligands from platinum would likely result in dimerization in order to 

maintain a 16 electron count at Pt. The increased 1JPPt in 32 is consistent with dimerized 
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platinum complexes with bridging μ-Cl ligands.73 Related dimerized platinum complexes 

with PPh3 as the phosphorus ligand have been formed using AgBF4 as a chloride 

abstractor, and show similar spectroscopic properties to 32.73 Polymers of bridging μ-PPh2 

ligands have also been reported, however these are discernable by their low (1JPPt = 2130 

Hz) coupling constant indicative of a phosphido ligand.74 To further confirm the nature of 

32, reactions with ferrocene were used to test for the presence of an electrophilic 

phosphorus species. 

 

Figure 17. Tentative structure for 32. 

2.5.2. Reaction of 32 with ferrocene 

To examine if 32 has an electrophilic character, 2 equivalents of ferrocene was 

added to a solution of 32 that was produced in situ. Upon addition, the orange ferrocene 

solution immediately turned yellow, then slowly developed a deep green colour, likely an 

indication of ferrocenium ion production. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum shows the presence 

of many phosphorus species, including three in major proportions. The major components 

had chemical shifts of δ 65 (1JPPt = 4561 Hz), δ 55.6 (1JPPt = 4250 Hz), and δ 52.3 (1JPPt = 

4500 Hz). These species are symmetrical, having one 31P environment and no P-P 

coupling. The downfield chemical shifts (> δ 30) indicate that the phosphine have electron 

withdrawing substituents, and more likely still PPh2Cl. Large P-Pt coupling constants 
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indicate significant Pt-P π bonding. This data indicates no P-C bond formation has 

occurred, and that 32 has no electrophilic phosphorus character. The relative grouping of 

the phosphorus chemical shifts and platinum satellite coupling range indicate the reactive 

center is most likely the platinum center. Carrying out this reaction at -30 ºC resulted in 

no difference in the proportions of the products. 

2.5.3. Reaction of cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] (31) with AgOTf 

 To employ a chloride abstractor that leaves an anionic ligand with stronger 

coordination properties, AgOTf was used. An anionic ligand capable of coordinating the 

platinum center may prevent dimerization. Reaction of 31 with 2 eq AgOTf over 30 mins 

resulted in a single species 33, with a 31P{1H} NMR signal at δ 60 (1JPPt = 4765 Hz). The 

reaction is shown in Scheme 40. The similarity of the 31P{1H} properties to those of 32 

indicate the same dimeric structure. 

 
Scheme 40. Chloride abstraction from cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] with AgOTf. 

2.5.4. Reaction of cis-[Pt(CH3)2(PPh2Cl)2] (34) with AlCl3 

 The next platinum complex explored was cis-[Pt(CH3)2(PPh2Cl)2] (34). This 

complex was chosen for alternative properties of the methyl ligands compared to the 

chloro ligands of 31. Unlike chloride, CH3
- is not readily abstracted from metal complexes 

by Lewis acids. Compound 34 was synthesized from the Grignard reaction of MeMgCl 

with cis-[PtCl2COD], followed by PPh2Cl substitution. The 31P{1H} NMR properties of 
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34 (δ 98.2, 1JPPt = 1919 Hz) indicate the differences between methyl and chloro ligands in 

31. Chloro ligands are  and  donors, while methyl ligands are strictly  donors. The lack 

of  donation by the methyl ligands in 34 results in weaker  back-donation from platinum 

to phosphorus, as indicated by the lower 1JPPt value. 

When 34 was reacted with excess AlCl3 in CH2Cl2, the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum 

showed the presence of a single phosphorus species 35 with chemical shift at δ 2.1 (1JPPt 

= 3810 Hz). These values are near published values for cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Me)2] (δ 1.2, 1JPPt 

= 3616 Hz)75, indicating an exchange between the methyl ligand and chloro substituent. 

This is supported by 1H NMR, where the methyl resonance now appears as a doublet at δ 

2.12 with 2JHP = 10 Hz, indicating that it has migrated to phosphorus. The Pt bound methyl 

group in 34 appeared at δ 0.48 as a second order multiplet with strong 195Pt coupling. 

Given this evidence, 35 is assigned as the product of chloride abstraction from P, followed 

by methyl migration to P+ and dimerization (Scheme 41). 

 

Scheme 41. Reaction of cis-[Pt(CH3)2(PPh2Cl)2] with AlCl3. 

RX exchange has been shown to occur spontaneously in polar solvent to 

compounds of the type cis-[PtR2{PCl(NMeCH2)2}2] (Figure 17).76 This exchange occurs 

only for N-heterocyclic phosphines, in which the phosphenium ion intermediate is 

stabilized by the heteroatom donation. In this case, the barrier to the exchange reaction is 

low because of this phosphenium ion stabilization. Compound 34 did not spontaneously 
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undergo methyl migration in CH2Cl2 to form cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Me)2], because the 

phosphenium intermediate is not stabilized by amino substituents, creating a much larger 

barrier. Chloride abstraction is required to facilitate the formation of the phosphenium ion 

intermediate, leading to methyl migration.  

 

Figure 18. Pathway of R/X exchange.76 

 In an attempt to trap any phosphenium ion intermediate formed during the chloride 

abstraction from 34, 2 equivalents of PPh3 was added to solution prior to the AlCl3. The 

31P{1H} NMR spectrum of this reaction solution showed many indistinguishable 

phosphorus-containing species in 2 regions, δ 0 to 25 and δ 80 to 95. As these are regions 

that include platinum coordinated PPh2Cl and PPh3, free PPh2Cl and the starting material 

35, this mixture is most likely a result of multiple processes, including phosphine 

coordination and substitution. No P-P bonded products are apparent in the mixture. 
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2.5.5. Synthesis of cis-[Pt(iPr)2(PPh2Cl)2] (35) 

 If the alkyl migration reaction can be slowed down enough, the reactive 

phosphenium ion intermediate may preferentially react with an external nucleophile. A 

larger alkyl group will migrate more slowly. To explore this strategy, the more sterically 

hindered isopropyl carbanion was chosen as a platinum ligand. cis-[Pt(iPr)2COD] was 

readily prepared from a Grignard reaction of cis-[PtCl2COD] with iPrMgCl. After addition 

of 2.5 equivalents of PPh2Cl to a CH2Cl2 solution of cis-[Pt(iPr)2COD], 31P{1H} NMR 

reveals a single signal at δ 99.9 (1JPPt = 1632 Hz), as well as some excess PPh2Cl in 

solution. The signal corresponding to the platinum complex is assigned as the novel 

complex cis-[Pt(iPr)2(PPh2Cl)2] (35). Unfortunately, 35 proved unstable, and was not 

isolatable. Decomposition of phosphine containing isopropyl platinum complexes via -

elimination and reductive elimination of alkenes and alkanes has been reported.77 This 

process can be prevented by using alkyl groups lacking β hydrogens capable of elimination 

such as neopentyl or phenyl. 

2.5.6. Reaction of cis-[PtPh2(PPh2Cl)2] (36) with AlCl3 

 The next organic ligand investigated was a phenyl ligand. This was chosen as a 

ligand less likely to migrate than methyl and is also not capable of β elimination. To 

explore this, the novel compound cis-[PtPh2(PPh2Cl)2] (36) was synthesized and reacted 

with 3 equivalents of AlCl3. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum showed two major species, with 

signals at δ 15.9 (1JPPt = 3102 Hz) and δ 21.1 (1JPPt = 3071 Hz), as well as many minor 

components in the δ 10 to 21 region. 
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The 31P{1H} NMR properties of some select relevant compounds are shown in 

Table 5. Based on these properties, the products of chloride abstraction from 36 are 

assigned as triphenyl phosphine Pt complexes, however the nature of other platinum 

ligands is unknown. It can be determined however that based on these observations, the 

phenyl ligands also migrated from platinum to phosphorus. Like the other platinum AlCl3 

reaction products, the abstraction products of 36 are unstable and decomposed over time. 

Table 5. 31P{1H} NMR properties of select PtX2L2 compounds.  

Species δ 31P{1H} (1JPPt (Hz)) Reference 

cis-[PtCl2(PPh3)2] 14.5 (3679) 43 

cis-[PtPh2(PPh3)2] 20.8 (1762) 78 

[Pt2(μ-Cl)2(PPh3)4][BF4]2 14.6 (3855) 73 

2.5.7. Reaction of cis-[PtCl2(PPh2NEt2)2] (37) with HOTf 

Two major problems in the current method with platinum complexes have been 

identified: ligand abstraction from Pt rather than chloride abstraction from P, and the 

instability of these products in the presence of AlCl3. Both of these problems might be 

avoidable in a Lewis acid free method. To examine phosphenium ion formation without a 

Lewis acid, the aminophosphine complex cis-[PtCl2(PPh2NEt2)2] (37) was synthesized. In 

principle, the amino-phosphines can be converted to phosphine triflate by protonation with 

triflic acid. Since no Lewis acid is required, halide abstraction from the platinum center 

can be avoided. Addition of 4 equivalents of triflic acid to a CDCl3 (~ 1 mL) solution of 

37 resulted in a colour change from pale yellow to colourless. A single 31P{1H} NMR 
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signal at δ 90.7 with 1JPPt = 3890 Hz was observed and assigned as compound 38 (Scheme 

43). Compound 38 and [H2NEt2][OTf] were observed in the 1H NMR spectrum. 

 

Scheme 43. Protonation of cis-[PtCl2(PPh2NEt2)2] (37). 

The NMR data of 37 and 38 are shown in Table 6. Conversion of 37 to 38 results 

in a noticeable shift to higher frequency (Δ = 33.9) consistent with deshielding (lowered 

electron density) at phosphorus. A similar 1JPPt value indicates minimal change to the metal 

center. In the 1H NMR spectrum, CH3 (Δ = 0.36), CH2 (Δ = 0.32) and Ph (Δ = 0.38) signals 

all shift to higher frequencies, consistent with the deshielded environment of the phosphine 

ligands. Relative 1H peak integrations also indicate the presence of the single tetrahedral 

amine, as the integrated ratio of the CH3/CH2/Ph peaks has decreased from 12/8/20 to 

6/4/20. This data is consistent with the elimination of one amino group, and the formation 

of a cationic bidentate bisphosphinoammonium ligand coordinated to PtCl2. 
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Table 6. NMR data of cis-[PtCl2(PPh2NEt2)2] (37) and [PtCl2(PPh2)2NEt2][OTf] (38). 

 
δ 31P{1H} 

(1JPPt) 

δ CH3 

(mult, int) 

δ CH2  

(mult, int) 

δ Ph  

(mult, int) 

cis-[PtCl2(PPh2NEt2)2] (37) 
56.8 

(3992) 

0.87 

(t, 12) 

3.31 

(dq, 8) 

7.49 – 7.10 

(m, 20) 

[PtCl2(PPh2)2NEt2][OTf] 

(38) 

90.7 

(3890) 

1.23 

(t, 6) 

3.63 

(m, 4) 

7.91 – 7.43 

(m, 20) 

 

Figure 19 shows the mechanism for the formation of 38. As previously discussed, 

intramolecular stabilization is possible for phosphenium ions.30, 53, 53 Once protonated by 

triflic acid, the phosphorus bound ammonium becomes a good leaving group, susceptible 

to an intramolecular nucleophilic substitution by the amine group of the other phosphine 

ligand. The resulting ammonium centre bridges the two phosphines, resulting in a single 

phosphorus chemical environment. Compound 38 decomposed during attempts to isolate. 

 

Figure 19. Intramolecular stabilization of [PtCl2(PPh2)2NEt2][OTf] (38). 
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2.5.8. Reaction of [PtCl2(PPh2)2NEt2][OTf] (38) with ferrocene 

 In order to test for phosphorus electrophilicity in 38, 2 equivalents of ferrocene 

were added to a CH2Cl2 solution of 38 generated in situ. No changes in the 31P NMR 

spectrum were observed, other than the eventual decomposition mentioned in the previous 

section. This result indicates that 38 will not undergo electrophilic aromatic substitution, 

and a decomposition pathway predominates. 

2.6. Preliminary Screening of Catalysts for Electrophilic Aromatic Substitution 

 There are multiple benefits to metal coordination in the electrophilic aromatic 

substitution of chlorophosphines. Protecting the lone pair within the coordination sphere 

of a soft Lewis acid clearly enhances the electrophilicity. Theoretically, a transition metal 

capable of ligand exchange that can enhance the electrophilicity of a bound phosphenium 

ion should be able to catalyze the electrophilic aromatic substitution. To test this 

hypothesis, a variety of catalysts were screened using PPh2Cl as a precursor phosphine and 

AlCl3 as a chloride abstractor. 

 The catalytic cycle requires ligand association, chloride abstraction from the 

chlorophosphine precursor, followed by electrophilic aromatic substitution of the 

nucleophilic substrate and dissociation of the resulting phosphine. Although the triaryl 

phosphine product is a strong nucleophile which will be tightly bound to the metal 

complex, there should be an equilibrium exchange with chlorophosphine precursor, which 

has favorable sterics and π acceptor ability. 

 The Group VI metal carbonyls have already been shown to facilitate the 

electrophilic aromatic substitution. Platinum complexes are also known to enhance 
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phosphenium electrophilicity and undergo phosphine exchange reactions. Therefore, 

catalyst candidates chosen were Cr(CO)6, Mo(CO)6, W(CO)6, cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] 

(13), cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] (31), and cis-[PtCl2COD] at 10 mol % of PPh2Cl in solution. 

Each prospective catalyst was dissolved in CH2Cl2 with AlCl3 before addition of PPh2Cl 

and the substrate. Two relatively strong nucleophiles, ferrocene and N,N-diethylaniline 

were chosen as substrates. N,N-diethylaniline is capable of consuming any by-product 

acid, which may deactivate a transition metal complex by protonation, however N,N-

diethylaniline is also a Lewis base, capable of coordination. Three equivalents of N,N-

diethylaniline or 2 equivalents of ferrocene were used. Once the final solution was 

thoroughly mixed, the reaction mixture was monitored by 31P{1H} NMR. 

2.6.1. M(CO)6 (M = Cr, Mo, W) 

The group VI metal carbonyls will vary in ligand lability, as Cr(CO)6 and Mo(CO)6 

will be much more capable of producing an unsaturated metal center. The results of the 

preliminary screening of Cr(CO)6, Mo(CO)6, and W(CO)6 show no change in the 31P{1H} 

NMR spectrum of uncatalyzed reactions, indicating no coordination by a phosphorus 

species. The phosphines in solution are incapable of displacing the carbonyl ligands. It is 

concluded the metal carbonyl complexes are incapable of producing an unsaturated metal 

species in the current conditions, and therefore will have no effect in the reaction. 

2.6.2. cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (13) 

Complex 13 already contains two units of the chlorophosphine. No carbonyl 

dissociation is required. As mentioned in Section 2.2.7., substitution reactions of cis-

[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] showed lability of the phosphine products after substitution, as only 
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the free phosphine products were produced. This can be a major advantage in catalysis. 

As the triaryl phosphine is expected to be a significantly stronger base than the 

chlorophosphine precursor, by quenching by-product acid it should be prevented from 

binding the transition metal in solution, allowing for chlorophosphine to bind the metal. 

Screening experiments involving 13 shows a marginally increased yield of 

[HPPh2Fc][AlCl4] (~ 8% more) and PPh2(N,N-DEA) (~ 14%) of the integrated peak area 

in the NMR spectrum within 30 mins of mixing, with no further changes over the course 

of the screening. The increased amounts of the desired free phosphines are small enough 

that they likely originate solely from the cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2], after which the 

remaining molybdenum species in solution is inactive. 

2.6.3. cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] and cis-[PtCl2COD] 

 The platinum source cis-[PtCl2COD] is expected to undergo facile ligand exchange 

with a phosphine in solution. Although COD may compete with any nucleophile in 

solution, the proportions should be negligible compared to the free phosphine and desired 

substrate. The chlorophosphine complex cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] already contains the 

chlorophosphine complexed to the perspective catalyst. Reactions involving both platinum 

species showed mostly the products of an uncatalyzed reaction, with many phosphorus 

species in very minor proportions. The minor products in both cases have 31P{1H} NMR 

signals in the region of δ 50 to δ 70, with no identifiable platinum satellites. These products 

are identical to those found in section 2.5.2, where 31 was reacted with AlCl3 then 

ferrocene. The low proportions of these species compared to the uncatalyzed products 

indicate that the platinum complexes are not catalytically active. 
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CHAPTER 3. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

The reactivity of phosphenium ions generated from free chlorophosphines was 

explored using two strong nucleophiles as probes. The long reaction or reflux times 

required for these reactions are not a result of a lack of electrophilicity in the generated 

phosphenium ion. Instead, generated phosphine products act as strong nucleophiles, and 

quench any reactive phosphenium ions within solution by forming 

phosphoranylphosphonium salts. Phosphenium surrogate formation by the protonation of 

aminophosphines is an interesting development, as they can be produced without a Lewis 

acid, and aminophosphines are a more stable precursor than the chlorophosphines. The 

free aminophosphines were also limited by the formation of phosphoranylphosphonium 

salts, which lacked the electrophilicity to react with even strong nucleophiles. However, 

the protonation method should be further developed for metal coordinated 

aminophosphines, where the protected lone pair will prevent phosphoranylphosphonium 

ion formation. In particular, substrates intolerant to the Lewis acid in the chloride 

abstraction method can be further explored using this methodology. 

In this thesis the phosphine precursor PPh2Cl was utilized because of its 

availability, stability, and prevalence of the PPh2 unit in ligands used for catalysis. 

Preventing Lewis pair formation was attempted by reacting bulky substrates. An 

alternative strategy would be to use a phosphine precursor with much bulkier substituents 

than the phenyl rings. 

Group VI metal carbonyl compounds have been tested for phosphenium formation 

and reactivity towards electrophilic aromatic substitution of nucleophilic substrates. This 
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method was used to evaluate the phosphenium surrogates [Mo(CO)5{PPh2(OSO2CF3)}] 

and [Cr(CO)5{PPh2(OSO2CF3)}] for P-C bond forming reactions. The expected trend of 

increased lability for chromium and molybdenum over tungsten proved correct but turned 

out to be more of a liability rather than an advantage. These surrogates exhibited 

effectively the same electrophilicity as their tungsten analogs, however products of these 

reactions are significantly sensitive to acidic solution, and the ligands prove to be labile. 

For this reason, isolated yields were low.  

In addition, the synthesis of the monosubstituted chlorophosphine precursors was 

limited by tendency for multiple substitutions, a further consequence of in the increased 

lability in Mo and Cr. In contrast, the stronger metal carbonyl bonds in the tungsten 

analogs make the synthesis of disubstituted complexes more difficult. For these reasons, 

the tungsten system is more viable for electrophilic aromatic substitution in mono-

substituted complexes. 

The iron carbonyl complexes [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] and [Fe(CO)4(PPhCl2)] have 

been investigated as a less expensive alternative for the functionalization of phosphines. 

For strongly nucleophilic substrates like ferrocene or N,N-diethylaniline, the iron 

complexes are viable for producing functionalized phosphines in acceptable yield for a 

fraction of the cost of tungsten. Investigating P-C bond formation using iron carbonyl 

complexes was limited by incompatibility with AgOSO2CF3, an unstable phosphenium 

intermediate, and the functional group intolerance of AlCl3 with Lewis basic nucleophiles. 

Iron complexes therefore are better candidates for large scale production of a limited range 

of functionalized phosphines; however selective substitution and a larger library of 

substituents are available for tungsten complexes. 
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 Platinum was probed as an alternative transition metal in the current P-C bond 

forming method. Platinum species containing halogen ligands were found to be susceptible 

to chloride abstraction, likely preferring abstraction and subsequent dimerization to 

phosphenium formation. Although the platinum complexes containing alkyl or aryl ligands 

showed evidence of an interesting platinum-to-phosphorus migration reaction leading to 

P-C bond formation, the side reactions of the platinum complexes limited practical 

applications of this reaction. Alkyl ligands with β hydrogens prove far too prone to 

elimination, and dialkyl or aryl systems undergo reductive elimination to produce Pt metal. 

Due to these complications, the platinum complexes investigated here were deemed not 

viable for P-C bond formation. However, based on the observed migration reactions, 

electrophilic phosphenium species are being produced in the bis-phosphine Pt system. If 

the appropriate ligands for Pt can be developed, these electrophilic phosphorus species 

may become viable for P-C bond forming reactions. 

For the overall trend of expected increasing electrophilicity moving across the 

periodic table, no clear trend was discernible from Group VI to iron, primarily due to the 

experimental complications that limited the iron chemistry. Based on the extreme 

sensitivity of the Pt chlorophosphine complexes, the Pt system is clearly more electrophilic 

than the comparable W system as expected based on the higher Pt electronegativity. 

However, in this case, the increased electrophilicity was a disadvantage, making the 

precursor phosphine complexes difficult to handle. 

Throughout this work, isolating compounds containing an AlCl4 counterion proved 

difficult. As mentioned by Clark53, using Lewis acids such as GaCl3 or Me3SiOTf to 

generate a GaCl4
- or triflate counter ion produced compounds that were much easier to 
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isolate than AlCl4
- analogs. Therefore in future work, alternative Lewis acids or counter 

ion exchange reactions before attempted isolation should be pursued. However, since 

substitution reactions using GaCl3 led to decomposition,31 AlCl3 or AgOTf remain the 

preferred chloride abstractors for substitution reactions with the generated phosphenium 

ions. 

A screening of a small pool of potential catalysts for facilitating the electrophilic 

aromatic substitution method by enhancing the electrophilicity of any coordinated 

phosphenium ion showed no activity. Catalyzed pathways may suffer from quenching by 

the product phosphines, as shown with the free phosphines. The best pathway of 

generating a reactive electrophilic phosphorus center for functionalization remains the 

stoichiometric metal coordination method. The added electrophilicity of phosphenium 

ions and neutralization of the Lewis basic capabilities of the phosphines in solution make 

metal coordination the superior method. The library of catalysts screened was small, 

expansion into Pd catalysts or Group XI metals would be a logical continuation of the 

work presented in this thesis. 

In a very recent publication79, secondary phosphine oxides have been treated with 

trifluoromethanesulfonic anhydride (Tf2O) to generate highly electrophilic metal free 

phosphorus species. Although this method has only been applied to alkyne 

addition/cyclization, it does have implications which can be linked to this study. Protecting 

the phosphorus lone pair is an important step in preventing phosphenium ion stabilization. 

Using P(V) compounds of the type EPR2Cl or EPR2NEt2 (E = O, S, Se) for the P-C bond 

forming method should be investigated. For OPR2Cl, the high oxygen electronegativity 

creates a partial positive charge on phosphorus, increasing the P-Cl/P-N bond strength, 
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likely making chloride or amide abstraction difficult. For SPR2Cl, the lower 

electronegativity of sulfur may make chloride or amide abstraction to form an electrophilic 

phosphorus center viable, so these compounds are suggested as the next precursor for 

investigation. 
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CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

4.1. General Comments 

All procedures except chromatography were carried out under a nitrogen 

atmosphere using standard Schlenk techniques or in a glovebox. Pentane and diethyl ether 

were purified by trap-to-trap vacuum distillation from NaK/benzophenone. CH2Cl2 and 

CDCl3 were purified by trap-to-trap vacuum distillation from P2O5. Solvents for 

chromatography were not purified. Aluminum chloride and ferrocene were purified by 

sublimation and stored under an inert atmosphere. All other reagents were used as received 

and stored under an inert atmosphere. Photolysis reactions were carried out in Pyrex 

vessels using a Rayonet photochemical reactor equipped with 9 lamps (8 Watts each lamp) 

having a maximum output at 260 nm. The NMR spectra were recorded on a Varian 

Mercury 300 spectrometer at 300.177 MHz (1H), 121.514 MHz (31P) in CDCl3 or CH2Cl2. 

31P NMR chemical shifts were validated by an external standard of triphenyl phosphate 

(0.0485 M, CHCl3), and calibrated to the appropriate solvent residual signal. IR spectra 

were recorded on a Digilab FTIR in CH2Cl2 solution. PPh2NEt2
62, cis-[PtCl2COD]80, cis-

[PtCl2(PPh2NEt2)2]
62 and PhMgCl81 were prepared by literature procedure. All Grignard 

reagent stocks were titrated prior to use with salicylaldehyde phenylhydrazone, which was 

prepared according to literature procedure.82 

4.2. Free Phosphine Reactions 

4.2.1 Reaction of PPh2Cl with AlCl3 

This procedure is a modification of Burford’s procedure for synthesizing 

[PPh2(PPh2Cl)][GaCl4], using AlCl3.
51 Chlorodiphenylphosphine (10. μL, 0.056 mmol) 
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was added to a CH2Cl2 (~ 1 mL) solution of AlCl3 (22 mg, 0.17 mmol) in an NMR tube. 

The resulting solution was mixed vigorously for 5 mins, producing a pale yellow colour. 

31P{1H} NMR (CH2Cl2): δ 71.5 (d, 1JPP = 396 Hz), δ -0.5 (d, 1JPP = 396 Hz). These values 

match the published values of [PPh2(PPh2Cl)][GaCl4].
51 

 

4.2.2. Reaction of PPh2Cl with AlCl3 in the presence of ferrocene 

PPh2Cl (10. μL, 0.056 mmol) was added to a CH2Cl2 (~ 1 mL) solution of AlCl3 

(22 mg, 0.17 mmol) and ferrocene (10. mg, 0.056 mmol) in an NMR tube. The resulting 

solution was mixed vigorously for 30 mins. Two phosphorus containing species were 

observed and identified as the novel compound [Ph2P(PPh2Fc)][AlCl4] (3) and the known 

compound [HPPh2Fc][AlCl4] (4). Data for [Ph2P(PPh2Fc)][AlCl4] (3): 31P{1H} NMR 

(CH2Cl2): δ 19.8 (d, 1JPP = 323 Hz), δ -16.7 (d, 1JPP = 323 Hz). Attempts to isolate 3 

resulted in reversion to PPh2Cl in solution.  
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Data for [HPPh2Fc][AlCl4] (4): 31P NMR (CH2Cl2): δ 9 (d, 1JHP = 511 Hz). These 

values agree with published values.31 

 

4.2.3. Reaction of [PPh2(PPh2Cl)][AlCl4] (1) with N,N-diethylaniline 

PPh2Cl (10. μL, 0.056 mmol) was added to a CH2Cl2 (~ 1 mL) solution of AlCl3 

(22 mg, 0.17 mmol) in an NMR tube. This was followed by addition of N,N-diethylaniline 

(18 μL, 0.11 mmol), which led to a colour change to yellow. The solution was mixed 

vigorously for 5 mins. [Ph2P{PPh2(C6H4NEt2)}][AlCl4] (6) was observed in situ. 31P{1H} 

NMR (121 MHz, CDCl3): δ 13.0 (d, 1JPP = 324 Hz), δ -14.0 (d, 1JPP = 324 Hz). 

 

Attempts to isolate 6 yielded many phosphorus decomposition products, as well as 

a sticky orange oil identified as protonated N,N-diethylaniline. 1H NMR (300 MHz, 

CDCl3): 11.88 (bs, 1H, NH), 7.73 – 7.55 (m, 5H, Ph), 3.55 (m, 4H, CH2), 1.20 (dt, 6H, 

3JHH = 7 Hz, 3JHH = 7 Hz, CH3).
13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): 137.1 (s, ipso-Ph), 130.9 

(s, m-Ph), 130.8 (s, p-Ph), 122.9 (s, o-Ph), 54.4 (s, CH2), 10.7 (s, CH3). 
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4.2.4. Reaction of PPh2NEt2 with triflic acid 

PPh2NEt2 (15 μL, 0.061 mmol) was added to a CDCl3 (~ 1 mL) solution of triflic 

acid (5 μL, 0.09 mmol) in an NMR tube. An immediate colour change from faint yellow 

to colourless was observed. One phosphorus containing product, which was identified as 

the novel compound [PPh2(PPh2NEt2)][OTf] 8 was observed in solution. 31P{1H} NMR 

(121 MHz, CDCl3): δ 51.6 (d, 1JPP = 322 Hz), -17.3 (d, 1JPP = 322 Hz). 1H NMR (300 

MHz, CDCl3): 7.90 – 7.09 (m, 20H), 3.19 (dq, 3JHP = 12 Hz, 3JHH = 7 Hz), 0.86 (t, 3JHH = 

7 Hz). (H2NEt2)OTf was observed in situ. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 3.07 (tq, 3JHH = 7 

Hz, 3JHH = 6 Hz), 1.37 (t, 3JHH = 7 Hz). 

 

4.3. Molybdenum Reactions 

4.3.1. Synthesis of [Mo(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (9) by photolysis 

Mo(CO)6 (30. mg, 0.11 mmol) was dissolved in THF (30 mL) and subjected to UV 

irradiation for 5 hrs, producing a colour change to pale orange. PPh2Cl (20. μL, 0.11 mmol) 

was added, and the solution was stirred for 3 hrs, producing a colour change to pale-yellow. 

The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of the reaction solution showed 20% conversion of the free 
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phosphine to 9. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the crude material 

was recrystallized from diethyl ether/petroleum ether to yield pale amber crystals. Yield = 

9 mg, 20%. IR (vCO, CH2Cl2, cm-1): 2081, 2020(w), 1969(s). 31P{1H} NMR (CH2Cl2): δ 

121. These spectroscopic data match the previously published data.6 IR and NMR spectra 

of the purified crystals show no presence of phosphine or molybdenum hexacarbonyl 

impurities. 

  

4.3.2. Synthesis of [Mo(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (9) using toluene reflux method 

This procedure was taken from published literature.56 To a solution of Mo(CO)6 

(2.00 g, 7.58 mmol) in toluene (50 mL) was added PPh2Cl (1.36 mL, 9.09 mmol). The 

resulting yellow solution was heated under reflux at 110°C for 90 mins to produce an 

amber coloured solution. The solvent volume was reduced under reduced pressure to ~ 10 

mL and petroleum ether (10 mL) was added. The solution was filtered via inverse filtration 

and the remaining crude was extracted with further petroleum ether (10 mL). Anhydrous 

alumina (1 g) was added to the filtrate and the mixture was shaken, then filtered via inverse 

filtration. The solvent was removed from the filtrate under reduced pressure to yield a pale 

amber powder, which was shown to be [Mo(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (9). Yield = 2.25 g, 65%. 
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4.3.3. Synthesis of [Mo(CO)5(PPh2OTf)] (10) 

[Mo(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (9) (20. mg, 0.044 mmol) and finely ground AgOTf (23 mg, 

0.088 mmol) were dissolved in CH2Cl2 (~ 2 mL) in a vial. The solution was stirred for 3 

hrs, producing a cloudy pale yellow solution. The solution was then filtered through Celite 

to remove AgCl. 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CH2Cl2): δ 200. This compound was observed 

in solution and not isolated. 

 

4.3.4. Synthesis of [Mo(CO)5{PPh2(3-C4H3NH)}] (11a) and [Mo(CO)5{PPh2(2-

C4H3NH)}] (11b) 

A solution of [Mo(CO)4(PPh2OTf)] (10) (0.18 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (~ 2 mL) was 

prepared from [Mo(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (9) (80. mg, 0.18 mmol) and AgOTf (93 mg, 0.35 

mmol) as described in section 4.3.3. Pyrrole (24 μL, 0.35 mmol) was added and the 

solution was stirred for 5 mins, then the solvent was removed under reduced pressure. The 

residue was purified by column chromatography (silica gel, 10:90 diethyl ether: petroleum 

ether). The solvent was removed from the isolated fraction, yielding a fine white powder, 

which was shown to be a 1:1 mixture of isomers 11a and 11b. Yield: 30 mg, 37%. Longer 

columns resulted in significant decomposition; separation of the isomers was unsuccessful. 

31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CH2Cl2): δ 15.8 and δ 15.0. The compounds were characterized 

by comparison to well characterized tungsten analogs.31 
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4.3.5. Synthesis of [Mo(CO)5{PPh2(3-C8H5NH)}] (12) 

A solution of [Mo(CO)4(PPh2OTf)] (10) (0.274 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (~ 3 mL) was 

prepared from [Mo(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (9) (125 mg, 0.274 mmol) and AgOTf (145 mg, 0.548 

mmol) as described in section 4.3.3. This solution was added to indole (42 mg, 0.36 mmol), 

resulting in a colour change to deep red. After 3 mins of stirring, triethylamine (38 μL, 27 

mg, 0.27 mmol) was added, resulting in a colour change to blue. The solvent was removed 

under reduced pressure and the residue was purified via column chromatography (alumina, 

1:3 diethyl ether: petroleum ether). Removal of solvent from the collected fractions yielded 

white needle-like crystals. Yield = 74.4 mg, 50.6%. 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CDCl3): δ 

15.4. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 8.60 (s, 1H) 7.71 – 7.52 (m, 5H), 7.46 - 7.32 (m, 7H), 

7.20 (m, 1H), 6.95 (m, 2H). 13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): 210.8 (d, 2JCP = 22 Hz, 

trans-CO), 206.3 (d, 2JCP = 9 Hz, cis-CO), 138.0 (d, 3JCP = 7 Hz, C7a), 136.0 (d, 1JCP = 39 

Hz, ipso-Ph), 134.6 (d, 2JCP = 32 Hz, C2), 132.3 (d, 2JCP = 13 Hz, o-Ph), 129.9 (d, 4JCP = 2 

Hz, p-Ph), 128.7 (d, 3JCP = 10 Hz, m-Ph), 127.9 (d, 2JCP = 2 Hz, C3a), 123.4 (s, C5), 122.2 

(s, C6), 121.0 (s, C4), 112.0 (s, C7), 107.7 (d, 1JCP = 52 Hz, C3). 
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4.3.6. Synthesis of cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (13) by carbonyl oxidation 

Molybdenum hexacarbonyl (50. mg, 0.19 mmol) was dissolved in acetonitrile (30 

mL). Trimethylamine N-oxide (25 mg, 0.23 mmol) was gradually added over 20 mins. 

The solution was stirred for 40 mins, resulting in a colour change to yellow. The solvent 

was evaporated under reduced pressure and the crude residue was extracted into toluene 

(5 mL), which was then evaporated under reduced pressure. The resulting yellow solid 

was dissolved in THF (40 mL) and PPh2Cl (44 μL, 0.25 mmol) was added. The solution 

was heated under reflux at 50 °C for 14 hrs. The THF was evaporated under reduced 

pressure. The residue was purified via column chromatography (silica gel, 5:95 diethyl 

ether: petroleum ether). The second fraction eluting was collected. Evaporation of the 

solvent yielded a pale brown powder, which was shown to be cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2]. 

Yield = 51.5 mg, 42%. IR (vCO, CH2Cl2, cm-1): 2037, 1950(s), 1928(w), 1911(w). 31P{1H} 

NMR (121 MHz, CH2Cl2): δ 123. These spectroscopic data match the previously published 

data.57 
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4.3.7. Reaction of cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (13) with AlCl3 

A solution of cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (13) (10. mg, 0.015 mg) in CH2Cl2 (~ 1 mL) 

was added to finely ground AlCl3 (2.4 mg, 0.018 mmol) and mixed, resulting in a rapid 

colour change to dark green. The solution was transferred to an NMR tube, and the 31P{1H} 

spectrum was recorded, but the compound could not be isolated. 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, 

CH2Cl2): δ 453 (d, 2JPP = 91 Hz), δ 108 (d, 2JPP = 91 Hz). 

  

4.3.8. Reaction of trans-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)(PPh2)]AlCl4] (14) with N,N-

diethylaniline 

A solution of trans-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)(PPh2)][AlCl4] (14) (0.015 mmol) in 

CH2Cl2 (~ 1 mL) was prepared from cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (13) (10. mg, 0.015 mmol) 

and AlCl3 (2.4 mg, 0.018 mmol) as described in section 4.3.7. N,N-diethylaniline (5. μL, 

5 mg, 0.03 mmol) was added, and the solution was mixed vigorously. The 31P{1H} NMR 

spectrum of the reaction mixture was recorded. 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CH2Cl2): δ 137 

(66%); δ 123 (33%). These spectroscopic values correspond to previously published data 

of trans-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] and cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2], respectively.57 

4.3.9. Reaction of trans-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)(PPh2)][AlCl4] (14) with ferrocene 

A solution of trans-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)(PPh2)][AlCl4] (14) (0.015 mmol) in 

CH2Cl2 (~1 mL) was prepared from cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (13) (10. mg, 0.015 mmol) 
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and AlCl3 (2.4 mg, 0.018 mmol) as described in section 4.3.7. This solution was added to 

ferrocene (5.6 mg, 0.030 mmol) and mixed thoroughly. The solution was transferred to an 

NMR tube and the 31P{1H} NMR spectrum was recorded. 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, 

CH2Cl2): δ 8, 1JPH = 516 Hz. These values match previously reported data for 

[HPPh2Fc][AlCl4].
31, 38 The spectrum described was recorded in situ, and the product was 

not isolated. 

  

4.4. Chromium Reactions 

4.4.1. Synthesis of [Cr(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (15) 

Chromium hexacarbonyl (500. mg, 2.27 mmol) was dissolved in THF (10 mL) and 

the resulting solution was subjected to UV irradiation for 4 hrs. At the second and third 

hour, the solution was frozen using liquid nitrogen, evacuated to purge carbon monoxide 

from solution, then thawed using a water bath. After irradiation, the solution was bright 

orange. A solution of PPh2Cl (408 μL, 2.27 mmol) in THF (10 mL) was added via cannula, 

and the resulting solution was stirred for 2 hrs. The solvent was removed under reduced 

pressure. The crude residue was purified by column chromatography (silica gel, 20:80 

diethyl ether: petroleum ether; ramped to 100:0). The solvent was evaporated from the 

collected fractions to yield a yellow powder. Yield = 490 mg, 52%. 31P{1H} NMR (121 
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MHz, CH2Cl2): δ 152. IR (vCO, CH2Cl2, cm-1): 2067, 1990(w), 1951(s). These 

spectroscopic data match the previously published data.60 

 

4.4.2. Synthesis of [Cr(CO)5(PPh2OTf)] (16)  

Silver trifluoromethanesulfonate (13 mg, 0.048 mmol) was added to a solution of 

[Cr(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (15), (10. mg, 0.024 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (~ 2 mL). The resulting solution 

was stirred for 3 hrs, resulting in a colour change to pale yellow solution and the formation 

of a white precipitate. The solution was filtered through Celite to remove AgCl. The 

31P{1H} NMR spectrum was recorded in situ, and the product was not isolated. 31P{1H} 

NMR (121 MHz, CH2Cl2): δ 223. 

 

4.4.3. Synthesis of [Cr(CO)5{PPh2(3-C4H3NH)}] (17a) and [Cr(CO)5{PPh2(2-

C4H3NH)}] (17b)  

A solution of [Cr(CO)5(PPh2OTf)] (16) (0.242 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (~ 2 mL) was 

prepared from [Cr(CO)5(PPh2Cl)] (15) (100. mg, 0.242 mmol) and AgOTf (128 mg, 0.484 

mmol) as described in section 4.4.2. Pyrrole (33 μL, 32 mg, 0.48 mmol) was added and 

the mixture was stirred 5 mins. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure, and the 

crude residue was purified by column chromatography (Florisil, 20:80 diethyl ether: 
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petroleum ether ramped to 100:0). Slow evaporation of the solvent from the collected 

fractions resulted in the formation of a fine pale yellow powder. Yield = 80 mg, 75%. 

Proportion of the products is 46:54 (17b:17a) based on integration of the 31P NMR spectra. 

Assignments of 17a and 17b were made by comparison to the tungsten analogs. 31P{1H} 

NMR (121 MHz, CDCl3): δ 38.4 and δ 37.0 (46:54). 

Data for [Cr(CO)5{PPh2(3-C4H3NH)}] (17a): 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CDCl3): 

δ 37.0. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 8.49 (bs, 1H, C4H3NH), 7.53 – 7.39 (m, 10H, Ph), 

6.91 (m, 2H, C4H3NH), 6.24 (m, 1H, C4H3NH). 13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): 222.1 

(d, 2JCP = 8 Hz, trans-CO), 217.4 (d, 2JCP = 14 Hz, cis-CO), 137.4 (d, 1JCP = 40 Hz, ipso-

Ph), 132.3 (d, 1JCP = 12 Hz, o-Ph), 129.9 (d, 1JCP = 2 Hz, p-Ph), 128.6 (d, 2JCP = 10 Hz, m-

Ph), 125.7 (d, 2JCP = 22 Hz, C4H3NH), 120.3 (d, 2JCP = 9 Hz, C4H3NH), 115.6 (d, 1JCP = 

53 Hz, C4H3NH), 113.5 (d, 3JCP = 8 Hz, C4H3NH). 

 

Data for [Cr(CO)5{PPh2(2-C4H3NH)}] (17b): 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CDCl3): 

δ 38.4. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 7.92 (bs, 1H, C4H3NH), 7.53 – 7.39 (m, 10H, Ph), 

7.00 (m, 1H, C4H3NH), 6.95 (m, 1H, C4H3NH), 6.39 (m, 1H, C4H3NH). 13C{1H} NMR 

(75 MHz, CDCl3): 221.5 (d, 2JCP = 7 Hz, trans-CO), 216.9 (d, 2JCP = 13 Hz, cis-CO), 135.7 

(d, 1JCP = 40 Hz, ipso-Ph), 132.5 (d, 1JCP = 2 Hz, p-Ph), 132.0 (d, 1JCP = 12 Hz, o-Ph), 

129.1 (d, 1JCP = 10 Hz, m-Ph), 124.2 (d, 2JCP =  4 Hz, C4H3NH), 122.2 (d, 1JCP = 48 Hz, 

ipso-C4H3NH), 122.0 (d, 2JCP = 18 Hz, C4H3NH), 110.8 (d, 2JCP = 10 Hz, C4H3NH). 
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4.4.4. Synthesis of cis-[Cr(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (18) 

Chromium hexacarbonyl (50. mg, 0.23 mmol) was dissolved in acetonitrile (40 

mL). Trimethylamine N-oxide (25 mg, 0.25 mmol) was gradually added over 20 mins. 

The solution was stirred for 40 mins, resulting in a colour change to yellow. The solvent 

was evaporated and the crude residue was extracted into toluene (5 mL). The toluene was 

then removed under reduced pressure. The yellow solid was dissolved in THF (40 mL) 

and PPh2Cl (44 μL, 0.30 mmol) was added. The solution was heated under reflux at 50 °C 

for 14 hrs. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the crude product was 

purified via column chromatography (silica gel, 5:95 diethyl ether: petroleum ether). 

Evaporation of the solvent from the collected fractions yielded cream coloured powder. 

This assignment was made based on comparison to the corresponding 31P{1H} NMR 

chemical shift pattern in the trans/cis molybdenum complexes and on the subsequent 

reactivity. Yield = 42 mg, 29%.  31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CH2Cl2): δ 144. Literature 

reference: trans-[Cr(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] = δ 169.6.62 
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4.4.5. Reaction of cis-[Cr(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (19) and AlCl3 

A solution of cis-[Cr(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] (18) (20. mg, 0.031 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (~ 2 

mL) was added to AlCl3 (12 mg, 0.093 mmol). The resulting solution was mixed, resulting 

in a colour change to deep red. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture was 

recorded, but the product could not be isolated. 31P{1H} NMR (CH2Cl2) = δ 491 (2JPP = 36 

Hz), δ 135 (2JPP = 36 Hz). 

 

4.5. Iron Reactions 

4.5.1. Synthesis of Fe2(CO)9 

Fe(CO)5 (5.00 mL, 37.1 mmol) and glacial acetic acid (10 mL) was added to a dry 

Schlenk flask under N2. The resulting solution was cooled using a water bath and subjected 

to UV irradiation for 4 hrs. Additional glacial acetic acid (20 mL) was added after 1 and 2 

hrs. Bright orange crystals precipitated from solution, and were collected by vacuum 

filtration, washed with ethanol (5 mL) and diethyl ether (5 mL), then dried under reduced 

pressure. Yield = 4.11 g, 61.0%. 

4.5.2. Synthesis of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) 

This procedure is a modified version of a published procedure.83 The published 

procedure was modified to reduce the formation of Fe3(CO)12. Fe2(CO)9 (1.00 g, 2.75 
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mmol) was added to a dry Schlenk flask and cooled to 0 °C. Freshly distilled THF (15 mL) 

was slowly added without stirring. PPh2Cl (0.59 mL, 66 mg, 0.30 mmol) was then added. 

The flask was protected from light, and the solution was stirred and allowed to warm to 

room temperature, and stirred for 16 hrs, resulting in a colour change to deep red. The 

solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the crude solid was extracted into diethyl 

ether/petroleum ether (10:90, 50 mL), and filtered to remove a cream coloured precipitate. 

The filtrate was evaporated under reduced pressure then purified via column 

chromatography (silica gel, 5:95 diethyl ether: petroleum ether). Evaporation of the 

solvent from the collected fractions yielded a yellow powder. Yield = 0.740 g, 69%. IR 

(vCO, CH2Cl2, cm-1): 2059, 1989(w), 1953(s). 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CDCl3): 161.0 

(t, 3JPH = 14 Hz). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 7.92 – 7.69 (m, 4H), 7.65 – 7.43 (m, 6H). 

13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): 212.0 (d, 2JCP = 19 Hz, CO), 137.9 (d, 2JCP = 43 Hz, 

ipso-Ph), 132.3 (s, p-Ph), 131.7 (d, 2JCP = 15 Hz, o-Ph), 129.0 (d, 3JCP = 13 Hz, m-Ph). 

These values match previously published data.83 

 

4.5.3. Synthesis of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Fc)] (22) 

A solution of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) (150. mg, 0.386 mmol) and ferrocene (115 

mg, 0.618 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (~ 3 mL) was added to AlCl3 (82 mg, 0.62 mmol), resulting 

in an immediate color change to red. After 10 mins of stirring, the solvent was removed 

under reduced pressure, and the residue was purified via column chromatography (silica 
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gel, 5:95 diethyl ether: petroleum ether). Evaporation of the solvent from the collected 

fraction resulted in a fine orange powder, which was recrystallized from pentane at -30 °C. 

Yield: 150 mg, 73%. IR (vCO, CH2Cl2, cm-1): 2048, 1971(w), 1935(s). 31P{1H} NMR (121 

MHz, CDCl3): 67.3. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 7.62-7.43 (m, 10H, Ph), 4.55 (m, 4H, 

C5H4P), 3.81 (s, 5H, FeC5H5). 
13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): 213.6 (d 2JCP = 19 Hz, 

CO), 138.0 (d, 1JCP = 52 Hz, ipso-Ph), 132.8 (d, 2JCP = 10 Hz, o-Ph), 130.6 (d, 4JCP = 3 Hz, 

p-Ph), 128.4 (d, 3JCP = 11 Hz, m-Ph), 76.6 (d, 1JCP = 55 Hz, C5H4P), 75.1 (d, 2JCP = 12 Hz, 

C5H4P), 71.8 (d, 3JCP = 9 Hz, C5H4P), 70.1 (s, FeC5H5). Anal. Calcd. for C26H19O4Fe2P: 

C, 58.02%, H, 3.57%. Found: C%, 57.86 H%, 3.65. These values match previously 

published data.
68 

 

4.5.4. Synthesis of [Fe(CO)4{PPh2(C6H4NEt2)}] (24) 

[Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) (150. mg, 0.386 mmol) was dissolved in CH2Cl2 (6 mL). 

N,N-diethylaniline (155 μL, 144 mg, 0.967 mmol) of was added and the resulting solution 

was added to AlCl3 (103 mg, 0.772 mmol), resulting in an immediate colour change to 

green, followed by a slow colour change to brown. The solvent was removed under 

reduced pressure and the residue was purified via column chromatography (alumina, 

preadsorption, 5:95 diethyl ether: petroleum ether). Evaporation of the solvent from the 

collected fractions produced a bright yellow powder, which was recrystallized from a 
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saturated CH2Cl2/pentane solution at -30 °C. Yield: 95 mg, 49%. IR (vCO, CH2Cl2, cm-1): 

2046, 1969(w), 1935(s). 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CDCl3): 68.6. 1H NMR (300 MHz, 

CDCl3): 7.55 – 7.32 (m, 12H), 6.69 (d, 2H, 3JHH = 9.9 Hz), 3.39 (q, 4H, 3JHH = 7.4 Hz, 

CH2), 1.19 (t, 6 H, 3JHH = 7.4 Hz, -CH3). 
13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): 214.1 (d, 2JCP 

= 19 Hz, CO), 149.6 (d, 4JCP = 2 Hz, C6H4), 136.0 (d, 1JCP = 50 Hz, ipso-Ph), 135.4 (d, 

3JCP = 12 Hz, C6H4), 133.1 (d, 2JCP = 11 Hz, o-Ph), 130.6 (d, 4JCP = 3 Hz, p-Ph), 128.6 (d, 

3JCP = 11 Hz, m-Ph), 12.7 (s, CH3), 115.9 (d, 1JCP = 58 Hz, C6H4), 111.1 (d, 2JCP = 12 Hz, 

C6H4), 44.5 (s, CH2), 12.7 (s, CH3). Anal. Calcd. for C26H24O4NPFe: C, 62.30%; H, 4.83%; 

N, 2.79%. Found: C, 62.27%; H, 4.83%; N, 2.78%. 

 

4.5.5. Synthesis of [Fe(CO)4{PPh2(C8H5NH)}] (25) 

[Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] (20) (128 mg, 0.329 mmol) and indole (96 mg, 0.83 mmol) 

were dissolved in CH2Cl2 (~ 2 mL), added to AlCl3 (131 mg, 1.97 mmol), and mixed, 

resulting in a colour change to red. The resulting solution was filtered through a short 

alumina plug to yield a light orange solution. The solvent was removed under reduce 

pressure, and the residue was purified by column chromatography (alumina, 50:50 diethyl 

ether: petroleum ether ramped to 100:0). Evaporation of the solvent from the collected 

fractions yielded a beige powder, which was recrystallized from toluene at -30 °C, and 
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washed with pentane. Yield: 48 mg, 31%. IR (vCO, CH2Cl2, cm-1): 2047, 1970(w), 

1936(s). 31P{1H} NMR (121 MHz, CDCl3): 51.9. 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 8.65 (m, 

1H), 7.61 (m, 6H), 7.42 (m, 7H), 7.01 (m, 2H). 13C NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): 214.1 (d, 2JCP 

= 20 Hz, CO), 137.8 (d, 3JCP = 8 Hz, C7a), 136.1 (d, 2JCP = 26 Hz, C2), 135.3 (d, 1JCP = 51 

Hz, ipso-Ph), 132.6 (d, 2JCP = 11.6 Hz, o-Ph), 130.8 (d, 4JCP = 2 Hz, p-Ph), 128.8 (d, 3JCP 

= 11 Hz, m-Ph), 123.5 (s, C5), 121.7 (s, C6), 121.6 (s, C4), 112.1 (s, C7), 106.9 (d, 1JCP = 

68 Hz, C3), 112.1 (s, C7). 

 

4.5.6. Synthesis of [Fe(CO)4{PPh2(2-C4H3NH)}] (27b) 

Pyrrole (89 μL, 86 mg, 1.3 mmol) was added to a solution of [Fe(CO)4(PPh2Cl)] 

(20) (100. mg, 0.257 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (3 mL). This solution was added to AlCl3 (68 mg, 

0.51 mmol), resulting in a colour change to brown/red. The solution was filtered through 

a short alumina plug to yield a light orange solution. The solvent was removed under 

reduced pressure, and the residue was purified by column chromatography (silica gel, 

30:70 diethyl ether: petroleum ether). IR (vCO, CH2Cl2, cm-1): 2046, 1969(w), 1939(s). 

31P{1H} NMR (121 Hz, CDCl3): 52.6. 1H NMR (300 Hz, CDCl3): 8.63 (bs, 1H, N-H), 

7.56-7.39 (m, 10H, Ph), 7.14 (m, 1H, C4H3NH), 6.49 (m, 1H, C4H3NH), 6.38 (m, 1H, 

C4H3NH). 13C{1H} NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): 213.2 (d, 2JCP = 19 Hz, CO), 135.0 (d, 1JCP = 

54 Hz, ipso-Ph), 132.6 (d, 2JCP = 11 Hz, o-Ph), 131.1 (d, 4JCP = 3 Hz, p-Ph), 128.9 (d, 3JCP 
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= 11 Hz, m-Ph), 124.7 (d, 4JCP = 7 Hz, C4H3NH), 121.0 (d, 1JCP = 65 Hz, ipso-C4H3NH), 

120.7 (d, 2JCP = 10 Hz, C4H3NH), 111.8 (d, 2JCP = 9 Hz, C4H3NH). Anal. Calcd. for 

C20H24O4NPFe: C, 57.31%; H, 3.37%; N, 3.34%. Found: C, 57.13%; H, 3.46%; N, 3.39%. 

 

4.5.7. Synthesis of [Fe(CO)4(PPhCl2)] (28) 

Fe2CO9 (1.00 g, 2.75 mmol) was added to a dry Schlenk flask and cooled to 0 °C. 

Freshly distilled THF (15 mL) was slowly added without stirring. PPhCl2 (0.485 mL, 639 

mg, 3.57 mmol) was then added. The flask was protected from light and the solution was 

stirred, allowed to warm to room temperature, and then stirred for 16 hrs, resulting in a 

colour change to deep red. The solvent was removed under reduced pressure and the crude 

solid was extracted into diethyl ether/petroleum ether (10:90, 50 mL), and filtered to 

remove a cream coloured precipitate. The filtrate was evaporated under reduced pressure 

then purified via column chromatography (alumina, 15:85 diethyl ether: petroleum ether). 

The filtrate was evacuated to yield orange crystals. Yield: 0.678 g, 71%. IR (vCO, CH2Cl2, 

cm-1): 2070, 2005(w), 1977(s), 1966(s). 31P NMR (121 Hz, CDCl3): 207.9 (t, 3JHP = 18 

Hz). 1H NMR (300 Hz, CDCl3): 8.10 (m, 2H, Ph), 7.61 (m, 3H, Ph). 13C{1H} NMR (75 

MHz, CDCl3): 210.9 (d, 2JCP = 17 Hz, CO), 141.8 (d, 1JCP = 39 Hz, ipso-Ph), 133.7 (s, p-

Ph), 130.1 (d, 3JCP = 17 Hz, m-Ph), 129.2 (d, 2JCP = 14 Hz, o-Ph). These values match 

previously published data.65 
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4.5.8. Synthesis of [Fe(CO)4(PPhFc2)] (29) 

[Fe(CO)4(PPhCl2)] (28) (150. mg, 0.432 mmol) and ferrocene (193 mg, 1.04 

mmol) were dissolved in CH2Cl2 (~ 2 mL). The orange solution was then added to AlCl3 

(161 mg, 1.21 mmol) and mixed for 5 mins, resulting in a colour change to deep red. 

Triethylamine (120 μL, 0.864 mmol) was then added to the solution, the solvent was 

evaporated under reduced pressure, and the crude product was purified by column 

chromatography (silica gel, 10:90 diethyl ether: petroleum ether). Evaporation of the 

solvent from the collected fractions resulted in orange crystals, which were recrystallized 

from a saturated CH2Cl2/pentane solution at -30 °C to produce of bright orange needle-

like crystals. Yield: 196 mg, 70%. IR (vCO, CH2Cl2, cm-1):  2047, 1968(w), 1934(s). 

31P{1H} NMR (121 Hz, CDCl3): 58.0. 1H NMR (300 Hz, CDCl3): 8.01 (m, 3H, Ph), 7.45 

(m, 2H, Ph), 4.60 (m, 2H, FeC5H4), 4.48 (m, 6H, FeC5H5), 3.99 (s, 10H, FeC5H5). 
13C{1H} 

NMR (75 MHz, CDCl3): 214.4 (d, 2JCP = 18 Hz, CO), 138.1 (d, 1JCP = 52 Hz, ipso-Ph), 

132.6 (d, 2JCP = 11 Hz, o-Ph), 130.4 (d, 4JCP = 3 Hz, p-Ph), 127.9 (d, 3JCP = 11 Hz, m-Ph), 

81.5 (d, 1JCP = 55 Hz, C5H4Fe), 74.0 (d, 2JCP = 14 Hz, C5H4Fe), 73.8 (d, 3JCP = 10 Hz, 

C5H4Fe), 70.9 (d, 3JCP = 8 Hz, C5H4Fe), 70.6 (d, 2JCP = 9 Hz, C5H4Fe), 70.3 (s, FeC5H5). 

Anal. Calcd. for C30H23Fe3O4P: C, 55.77%; H, 3.60%. Found: C, 55.81%; H, 3.59%. These 

values agree with previously published data.68 
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4.6. Platinum Coordinated Phosphine Reactions 

4.6.1. General synthesis of cis-[PtR2COD] 

cis-[Pt(CH3)2COD], cis-[PtPh2COD], cis-[Pt(iPr)2COD] were prepared using a 

modification of a published procedure, using cis-[PtCl2(COD)] instead of cis-[PtI2(COD)] 

as a platinum source.84 To a suspension of cis-[PtCl2(COD)] in dry THF was added a 

solution of MeMgCl, PhMgCl, or iPrMgCl in diethyl ether (2.4 equiv) at -20 °C. The 

mixture was stirred for 2 hrs (12 hrs for PhMgCl) at this temperature and was quenched 

with a saturated aqueous NH4Cl solution (10 mL) before being allowed to warm to room 

temperature. The aqueous layer was extracted with diethyl ether three times, and the 

combined organic layers were dried over Na2SO4 and filtered. The solvent was then 

removed under reduced pressure to yield the desired product. 

4.6.2. General synthesis of cis-[Pt(X/R)2(PPh2Cl)2] 

 The ligand substitution reactions for complexing PPh2Cl to the organo or 

haloplatinum precursors follows the published procedure for the synthesis of cis-

[PtCl2(PPh2NEt2)2].
62 A Schlenk flask was charged with 100. mg cis-[PtCl2COD], cis-

[Pt(iPr)2COD], cis-[Pt(CH3)2COD], or cis-[PtPh2COD], and CH2Cl2 (~ 10 mL) was added. 
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PPh2Cl (2.2 equiv) was added and the solution was stirred for 30 mins before the solvent 

was evaporated under reduced pressure. The resulting residue was washed three times with 

dry pentane (~ 5 mL), then were recrystallized from a saturated CH2Cl2/pentane solution 

at -30 °C to yield the respective products. It should be noted that all the alkyl complexes 

decomposed over time in polar solvents, and recrystallization was only successful if 

completed immediately. 

 

Data for cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] (31): Yield = 139 mg, 74%. 31P{1H} NMR (121 

MHz, CDCl3): δ 71.5 (1JPPt = 4118 Hz). These values match published data.85 

 

Data for cis-[Pt(CH3)2(PPh2Cl)2] (34): White crystalline powder. Yield = 132 mg, 

66%. 31P{1H} NMR (121 Hz, CDCl3): 98.2 (1JPPt = 1919 Hz). 1H NMR (300 MHz, 

CDCl3): 7.70 - 7.24 (m, 20H), 0.48 (AA’XX’ spin system, was solved by spectral 

simulation, JAA’ = 2.1 Hz, JAX = -9.8 Hz, JAX’ = 6.6 Hz, JXX’ = 1 Hz, 2JHPt = 35 Hz). 

Compound 34 was unstable in solution. Many minor 31P NMR peaks emerged after 1 hr 

in polar solvents (CH2Cl2, CDCl3), or slightly longer in pentane, and a film of Pt metal 

precipitated from solution. 
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Data for cis-[PtPh2(PPh2Cl)2] (36). Pale brown powder. Yield = 107 mg, 62%. 

31P{1H} NMR (121 Hz, CDCl3): δ 94.6 (1JPPt= 1816 Hz). Compound 15 was less stable 

than 12, with many minor 31P NMR peaks appearing after 15 mins in solution, 

accompanied by precipitation of Pt metal. 

4.6.3. Reaction of cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] (31) with AlCl3 

A solution of cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] (31) (20. mg, 0.028 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (~ 1 mL) 

was added to AlCl3 (15 mg, 0.11 mmol) in a vial. The resulting solution was stirred for 30 

mins, resulting in a gradual colour change to red. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum was 

recorded, and one phosphorus containing product which was assigned as [Pt2(-

Cl)2(PPh2Cl)4][AlCl4]2 (32) was observed. Compound 32 decomposed during 

recrystallization or chromatography. The tentative assignment of 32 is based on 31P{1H} 

NMR observation in situ and literature values of analogous PtCl(PR3)2 dimers. 31P{1H} 

NMR: (121 Hz, CH2Cl2): δ 62.0 (1JPPt = 4580 Hz). 

 

4.6.4. Reaction of cis-[PtMe2(PPh2Cl)2] with AlCl3 

A solution of cis-[PtMe2(PPh2Cl)2] (34) (20. mg, 0.030 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (~ 1 mL) 

was added to AlCl3 (15 mg, 0.11 mmol) in a vial. The resulting solution was stirred for 30 

mins, resulting in a gradual colour change to dark brown. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum 

was recorded, and one phosphorus containing product which was assigned as [Pt2(-

Cl)2(PPh2CH3)4][AlCl4]2 (35). Compound 35 decomposed during recrystallization or 
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chromatography. The tentative assignment of 35 is based on 31P{1H} NMR observation in 

situ and literature values of analogous PtCl(PR3)2 dimers. 31P{1H} NMR: (121 Hz, 

CDCl3): δ 2.1 (1JPPt = 3810 Hz). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): δ 7.66 - 7.21 (m, 60H) δ 

2.12, (d, 12H, 2JHP = 10 Hz). 

 

4.6.4. Reaction of cis-[PtPh2(PPh2Cl)2] with AlCl3 

A solution of cis-[PtMe2(PPh2Cl)2] (36) (25 mg, 0.032 mmol) in CH2Cl2 (~ 1 mL) was 

added to AlCl3 (15 mg, 0.11 mmol) in a vial. The resulting solution was stirred for 30 

mins, resulting in a gradual colour change to dark brown. The 31P{1H} NMR spectrum 

was recorded, and many products were observed. The two major products were assigned 

as triphenylphosphine platinum species. The tentative assignments of these products are 

based on 31P{1H} NMR observation literature values of analogous platinum PPh3 

complexes.43, 73, 78 31P{1H} NMR: (121 Hz, CH2Cl2): δ 15.9 (1JPPt = 3102 Hz) and δ 21.1 

(1JPPt = 3071 Hz), as well as many minor components in the δ 10 to 21 region. 

4.6.5. Reaction of cis-[PtCl2(PPh2NEt2)2] (37) with HOTf 

Triflic acid (16 μL 0.18 mmol) was added to a solution of cis-[PtCl2(PPh2NEt2)2] 

(37) (35 mg, 0.045 mmol) in CDCl3 (~ 1 mL). An immediate colour change from pale 

yellow to colourless was observed. The solution was transferred to an NMR tube, and 

NMR spectra were recorded. Attempts to isolate the product resulted in decomposition. 
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31P{1H} NMR (121 Hz, CDCl3): 90.7 (1JPPt = 3890 Hz). 1H NMR (300 MHz, CDCl3): 7.91 

– 7.43 (m, 20H, Ph), 3.63 (m, 4H, CH2), 1.23 (t, 3JHH = 7 Hz, 6H, CH3). 

 

4.7. Catalyst Screening 

4.7.1. Catalyst screening for PPh2Cl reaction with AlCl3 and ferrocene, general 

procedure 

 PPh2Cl (10 μL, 0.056 mmol) was added to a CH2Cl2 (~ 1 mL) solution of AlCl3 

(22.3 mg, 0.167 mmol), ferrocene (20. mg, 0.11 mmol) and 10 mol % of the prospective 

catalyst in an NMR tube then mixed. The mixture was shaken vigorously for 5 mins and 

then 31P{1H} NMR spectra were recorded at 15 and 30 mins, then 1, 2, 4, 24, and 48 hrs. 

None of the reactions showed any changes after 30 mins time, therefore the results 

compiled in Table 7 correspond to that time. 
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Table 7. Catalyst screening for PPh2Cl reaction with AlCl3 and ferrocene at 30 mins.  

Catalyst 

Mass 

Catalyst 

(mg) 

Product 

1 (%) 
δ, m, J (Hz) 

Product 

2 (%) 

δ, 

m, J 

(Hz) 

Product 

3 (%) 

δ, m, J 

(Hz) 

- - 3 (63) 
19.8, d, 323 

-16.7, d, 323 
4 (33) 9, s - - 

Cr(CO)6 1.3 3 (65) 
19.8, d, 323 

-16.7, d, 323 
4 (35) 9, s - - 

Mo(CO)6 1.5 3 (62) 
19.8, d, 323 

-16.7, d, 323 
4 (38) 9, s - - 

W(CO)6 2.0 3 (65) 
19.8, d, 323 

-16.7, d, 323 
4 (35) 9, s - - 

cis-

[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] 
3.6 3 (57) 

19.8, d, 323 

-16.7, d, 323 
4 (43) 9, s - - 

cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] 4.0 3 (65) 
19.8, d, 323 

-16.7, d, 323 
4 (35) 9, s 

minor 

products 
50-70 

cis-[PtCl2COD] 2.1 3 (65) 
19.8, d, 323 

-16.7, d, 323 
4 (35) 9, s 

minor 

products 
50-70 

4.7.2. Catalyst screening for PPh2Cl reaction with AlCl3 and N,N-diethylaniline, 

general procedure 

 N,N-diethylaniline (21 μL, 0.17 mmol) was added to a CH2Cl2 (~ 1 mL) solution 

of AlCl3 (22 mg, 0.17 mmol) and 10 mol % of the prospective catalyst in an NMR tube. 

PPh2Cl (10. μL, 0.056 mmol) was then added. The mixture was shaken vigorously for 5 

mins and then 31P{1H} NMR spectra were recorded at 15 and 30 mins, then 1, 2, 4, 24, 

and 48 hrs. None of the catalysts screened showed any changes after 15 mins time, 

therefore the results compiled in Table 8 correspond to that time. 
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Table 8. Catalyst screening for PPh2Cl reaction with AlCl3 and N,N-diethylaniline.  

Catalyst 

Mass 

catalyst 

(mg) 

Product 

1 (%) 
δ, m, J (Hz) Product 2 (%) 

δ, m, J 

(Hz) 

- - 6 (100) 
13.0, d, 323 

-14.0, d, 323 
- - 

Cr(CO)6 1.3 6 (100) 
13.0, d, 323 

-14.0, d, 323 
- - 

Mo(CO)6 1.5 6 (100) 
13.0, d, 323 

-14.0, d, 323 
- - 

W(CO)6 2.0 6 (100) 
13.0, d, 323 

-14.0, d, 323 
- - 

cis-[Mo(CO)4(PPh2Cl)2] 3.6 6 (86) 
13.0, d, 323 

-14.0, d, 323 
39 (14) -11.0, s 

cis-[PtCl2(PPh2Cl)2] 4.0 6 (~95) 
13.0, d, 323 

-14.0, d, 323 
minor products 50-70 

cis-[PtCl2COD] 2.1 6 (~95) 
13.0, d, 323 

-14.0, d, 323 
minor products 50-70 
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